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Dictionary!
KAMB! - Kobolds Ate My Baby! Super Deluxx Edition. Most likely, the
name of the book that you are holding right now.  Not to be confused
with Kobolds Ate My Baby!, Kobolds Ate My Baby! Third Edition or the
now legendary “Classic KAMB 2nd Ed.”

Kobold - Kobolds are short, cute, little doggie-people with a fond-
ness for eating babies and a propensity for causing mischief, failing
miserably, and dying horribly.  In Kobolds Ate My Baby!, you play the
role of a Kobold.

Mayor - The
Game Master in a
game of Kobolds
Ate My Baby!  She
is responsible
for explaining
what happens
during a game
and representing
all the non-play-
er characters.

Vor - Vor, the
Big Red God, is
the patron of
Anger and
Kobolds.  In the
beginning, Vor
was simply the
God of the
Kobolds.  Being
what they are,
the Kobolds
quickly pissed
him off so much
that his infernal
rage dwarfed
that of THE cur-
rent Wrath God's, who disappeared in a puff of surly brimstone.  Vor
angrily assumed his powers and responsibilities, but remains saddled
with THE worship and adoration of the Kobolds.

Cave, The - The dank, dark warren where Kobolds live, eat, work, eat,
play, eat, and eat.  Most games of KAMB! begin in or around here.  It is
also a place frequented by adventurers on their way to 2nd level!

STATs - attributes that define Kobolds’ or Critters’ physical and men-
tal makeup by determining how strong, smart, nimble, etc. they are.

+Edge - Generally positive, non-harmful inborn characteristics.

-Bogie - THE Not-so-positive, typically harmful traits of a Kobold.
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DIFFICULTY - The complexity of an action in Kobolds Ate My Baby!,
DIFFICULTY is expressed in dice.  The harder an action is to perform,
the more dice one needs to roll.

Bonus Die - Due to a favourable condition, the DIFFICULTY of a roll is
lessened.  A BONUS DIE reduces the number of dice you roll by one.  In
extreme circumstances (like shooting a slingshot at a slowly moving
barn), the DIFFICULTY can be reduced even more.

Penalty Die - Due to a negative condition, the DIFFICULTY of a roll is
increased.  Generally, this makes you roll one more die.  In extreme
circumstances (like shooting a slingshot at a gnat hopped-up on
speed), the DIFFICULTY can be increased by even more dice.

SKILL - All sentient Critters (even Kobolds) employ some manner of
tutelage or an apprenticeship programme to pass on knowledge from
one being to another.  Skills represent these various areas of train-
ing.

Everykobold Skills - These are skills that EVERY Kobold picks up at
an early age or their worthless hide is tossed onto a Torg Foreman
Grille™, cooked into an ultra greasy burger, and fed to more properly
educated Kobolds.   Any Kobold that doesn't select this skill starts
the game with 1 cheque on the Kobold Horrible Death Record™ and gains
-Taste Like Baby in addition to any other bogies.

King Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!) - See Torg, King (ALL HAIL KING TORG!)

Torg, King (ALL HAIL KING TORG!) - King Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!)
is the insatiably hungry ruler of all Kobolds.  No one knows for sure
if there are multiple kings (one for each cave) or if one king rules
them all!  What is known for certain is that wherever you find a cave
filled with Kobolds you will find King
Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!).

Tabriz - Tabriz, the Evil Arch
Warlock for Hire, is a vile sor-
cerer who knows that Kobolds
(however unreliable) can be use-
ful - as lackeys, cannon fodder,
and as midnight snacks for
unknown horrors from the
Nether Planes.  Kobold
legend has it that Tabriz
just might even have
some Kobold ances-
try, but asking him
about it is the third
fastest* way to get
yourself killed
known to
Koboldkind.

*  Cultural  Footnote:    The second fastest
way known to die by Koboldkind involves eleven chickens and the gravity
well of a black hole.  The fastest way to die is asking the big red god to "pull my finger.”
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what the heck is a kobold?

According to the learned sage Fergulbarq, Kobolds are the great-
est threat to humankind since the Black Plague.  an innumerable

horde of ravaging, fearsome beasts that are extremely tasty
when flame-broiled and served with a secret sauce.  Fergulbarq
was of course an utter madman and an outrageous liar* (except
for the part about flame-broiling Kobolds - yum!)

Honestly, Kobolds are a completely
insignificant race of tiny, dog-like**
humanoids with few redeeming qualities.
The lowest of the low, Kobolds are weak,
stupid, slovenly, cannibalistic little
buggers that lead brutal, short, and
silly little lives.  Outside of enlisting
as cannon-fodder for evil armies or 
acting as lackeys for power-mad (and
very cheap) warlocks - Kobolds have 
little to offer the world, except as
cooks, err - I mean being cooked.  As we
alluded to earlier, Kobolds are damn tasty
with a side salad.

Physically, Kobolds are the shortest
of the brutish humanoid races,
standing only 2 feet tall.  Covered in bristly orange fur, they have
large heads (to accommodate their even larger mouths, filled with
sharp, pointy teeth).  Their mouths are so large that most of their
face is covered by it, leaving scant room for beady little eyes (and no
room for noses).

Kobolds worship VOR, the Big Red Angry God™, which is understandable;
wouldn't you be angry if you were the god of the Kobolds?  The only
thing that Vor hates more than a Kobold is a coward, which is why
Kobolds are the most fearless of all the intelligent (and we use that
term loosely here) races.  Ironically, the complete and total lack of a
sense of self-preservation is the only thing keeping the Kobolds
going - any other race would have packed it in a long time ago, given
up, and faded into extinction.

Kobolds live in caves - since architecture is way beyond a Kobold's
walnut-sized brain.  To a Kobold, any decently sized hole in the ground
near a food source (i.e. a human village) is a "cave" - whether it be an
abandoned ruin, an ancient dungeon, or a collapsed water-slide theme
park.  There in The Caves, the king of the Kobolds, King Torg (ALL HAIL
KING TORG!) rules with an iron stomach (much more impressive to
Kobolds than an iron fist) from the fabled Chickenbone Throne.  King
Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!) demands utter obedience, fierce loyalty,
thirteen meals a day, and a nice bedtime story.  Except for cooks,
most Kobolds spend their time gathering (i.e. stealing) food for The
Caves - veggies, cheeses, chickens, and best of all FRESH HUMAN BABIES.

* Some other learned sages have claimed that Fergulbarq was actually a Kobold - and as
such, a genius and visionary, since no other Kobold in history has actually managed to
pronounce innumerable.

** That's right, dog-like!  Not reptilian.  Come on, they bark, for the love of gygax™.
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In Kobolds Ate My Baby!, you play the role of one of these little
beasts - woefully unprepared for the cruel (i.e. hysterically

funny) fate that awaits you.  As a Kobold you will travel the world
looking to fill King Torg's (ALL HAIL KING TORG!) larder.  You will
joyfully march to your death at the beaks of blood-thirsty chickens.
You will be crushed by cows falling from the sky.  You will be skew-
ered by adventurers, betrayed by friends, and brained by frying pans.
Welcome to the (now) super deluxx World of Kobolds Ate My Baby!

How to Beer and Pretzels Role-Play!

Some very expensive hardcover* role-playing games promise to
whisk you away into a world of high fantasy and epic adventure. In

these games, you assume the role of the mightiest of warriors, stu-
pendously powerful wizards, and even more ridiculously powerful
sorcerers.  These characters wield magicks, artEfacts, and weapons
beyond the ken of mortal men. Other equally expensive games, which
promote brooding, promise that participation in their sublime story-
telling experience (and the wearing of black) will help geeks meet
Goth chicks (or, at the very least, allow them to embark upon a
journey of personal growth and emotional heartbreak).  

The game designers at 9th Level Games (and our new pimps at Dork
Storm Press) have no such delusions about our games**.  Don't get us
wrong; we would love for them to do all the above, especially the part
about the meeting of chicks, but you can't have everything so we went
for quick and fun.  

Kobolds Ate My Baby! runs on the BEER ENGINE! The Beer & Pretzels
Role-Playing Game System that only promises to waste a few hours of
your life and lets you get right into the mashing and bashing of
friends and foes.  We guarantee that the game will be simple enough to
play inebriated (not that we suggest this, though it might help with the
chicks) and that getting your Kobold Reference Sheet™ covered in
grease and pretzel salt will only heighten your enjoyment of the
game.

In Kobolds Ate My Baby! your Kobold has four stats:  BRAWN, EGO,
eXTRANEOUS, and REFLEXES that determine how good he is at doing
things like casting spells, cooking dinner, or slaying chickens.  To have
your Kobold perform an action in the game, you must roll under one
of these stats on a number of dice.  The harder the action is to per-
form, the more d6 (a fancy gamer term for six-sided - i.e. "regular"-
dice) you'll need to roll. 

*dork storm note:  this joke may be funnier when found in a hardcover book. 
**9LG Note:  Don't get it twisted, we have plenty of delusions. just not about our games!
***Ultra nerd alert:  We know that the die shown represents an incompatible die facing
structure, but we don’t have the heart to tell john kovalic how to do his job.
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kobold creation!kobold creation!
creating YOUR kobold

Grab a Kobold Reference Sheet™ (page 16), a pencil, and a few six-sided
dice.  Roll 2d6 and record the total next to BRAWN on your Kobold
Reference Sheet™. the higher the roll the better!*  

Repeat this process for EGO, eXTRANEOUS, and REFLEXES. If this is your
second or third time through and you're starting to think that you're
doing something wrong, because of the frequent and violent deaths,
you're not.  If this is a problem for you, maybe you should go back to
the store and buy yourself a happy little train game.

Roll 2d6 four times (once for each
Stat) and record the result on

your Kobold Reference Sheet™.

the four stats!

B RAWN:  Is how big, mean, tough, and strong a
Kobold is.  When you want to break something, lift

something, hurt something, or otherwise act macho, you
roll against BRAWN.  It also determines how hard your
Kobold is to kill (see HITs and meat).

E GO:  Is the intelligence (used here as a rela-
tive term), knowledge, and self-control (again,

relatively speaking) of a Kobold.  It determines
how well you do at mental feats like casting
magick spells, hiding, or speaking with humans. It

also determines how difficult it is to fool you
(see CUNNING).

e XTRANEOUS:  Is a useless stat that
governs things like being a cleric, or con-

structing a killer combo for the next big tour-
nament!  When doing something that has no
bearing on killing stuff, getting hurt, or
blowing things up, roll against eXTRANEOUS.  It

also determines how fortunate your Kobold is
(see LUCK).

R EFLEXES:  Is a measure of how agile
and dexterous your Kobold is.  When you

want to throw stuff or do a back flip, roll against
REFLEXES.  It also determines how good you are at not
getting hit (see AGILITY).

* Cheating is BAD!  Vor hates cheaters and if the Mayor catches you, she is encouraged
to make your Kobold's miserable existence as wretched, painful, and short as possible.
If you don’t cheat, your existence is still going to be wretched, painful, and short -
but the mayor won’t smile as much as she smites you.
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HITS and the Other Four STATS

H ITS: Is a gauge of your Kobold’s health.  Whenever he
takes damage (DAM) he loses

HITS, and if he finds a way to
get healed, he regains them.  A
Kobold's Starting HITS are
equal to his BRAWN.

M EAT:  This is a combi-
nation of a Kobold’s might and

Heartiness.  MEAT has a number of
practical uses. it adds to a Kobold's
damage in combat, provides him with
additional HITS, and determines the
DIFFICULTY of the roll when someone
is trying to move you without your
consent.  To find a Kobold's MEAT,
reference his BRAWN on the Handy
Chart.

C UNNING: This is a gauge of how hard it is to pull the
wool over your Kobold's eyes.  Whenever someone tries

to trick, rob, or lie to your Kobold, this is the DIFFICULTY of
their roll.  A Kobold's CUNNING can be found by referencing
her EGO on the Handy Chart. 

L UCK:   This determines how much Lady Fortune (that
frisky, fun, fickle goddess) smiles on your particular

Kobold.  At any time, a Kobold can spend a point of LUCK and
take a Kobold Horrible Death Cheque™ to allow or force
someone to re-roll his last roll.  Whenever someone else
wants to gamble with you or prove they are more useless
than you, this is the DIFFICULTY of their roll. luck is deter-
mined by referencing a Kobold's extraneous
on the Handy Chart.

A GILITY :  This is a measure of
how hard it is to hit your

Kobold in combat.  Whenever some-
one tries to strike your Kobold,
this is the DIFFICULTY of his
roll.  Agility is determined
by referencing a
Kobold's REFLEXES on the
Handy Chart.
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skills!

As Kobolds don't excel in the traditional classroom environment,
all Kobold learning takes place "on the job." Skills represent all

the useful bits of knowledge Kobolds have picked up over the years.

These Skills define a Kobold's abilities and can be as mundane as swim-
ming or as complicated as setting TRAPs.  Following this section is a
complete list of the available SKILLS, grouped by STAT.  If it's not
painfully obvious, the Stat the Skill is listed under is the one that
governs the use of said Skill. When a Kobold wants to use a skill the
Mayor will tell you how many dice to roll (this is known as the DIFFI-
CULTY of the roll).  The more difficult the action, the more dice one
needs to roll. After rolling, add the results and compare this total
to the STAT that governs the skill.  If the total is greater than the
appropriate STAT, the action fails.  If the total is less than or equal
to the appropriate STAT the Kobold successfully performs the action.

Vosh (REFLEXES 9) wants to jump across a chasm using the ATHLETE skill.  It's a very,
very, very deep chasm, but not particularly wide so the Mayor sets the DIFFICULTY at 2
dice.  Vosh rolls 2 dice and gets an 8.  He compares the roll to his REFLEXES because
ATHLETE is a REFLEXES Skill.  Since his roll is lower than his STAT he successfully leaps
the chasm.  Slod (eXTRANEOUS 6) also wants to jump the crag; however, he doesn't have
the ATHLETE skill.  He convinces the Mayor that Adventurers are always jumping chasms
in a dungeon so he can roll against his DUNGEON Skill.  He rolls 2 dice and gets a 7.
Since his roll is greater than his stat he fails.  He comes up a few inches short on the
jump and plunges, kicking and screaming towards the bottom of the very, very, very

deep chasm.

Aside from fighting, eating, and groveling before their king, Kobolds
only know how to do 6 other things. A Kobold’s Skills may be freely
selected so long as they meet the following criteria:

1. Kobolds lack the attention span needed to specialise in any one
area. As such, they MUST select at least 1 Skill from each Stat.

2. Since all Kobolds must take their turn at, or in, the stew pot,
they pick the basics of culinary artistry up at a very early age.  This
being the case, COOK becomes an Everykobold Skill.  Everykobold
Skills are those skills that every Kobold must take or bad things
happen to them.

3. The number of skills a Kobold knows can never exceed his EGO.

4. Kobolds are born to die without pomp, circumstance or heroic
nonsense.  If, at any time, you find yourself attempting to figure
out which combination of skills will min/max an uber-perfect killing
machine, assassin, warlock, boot-licker, - whatever -  immediately
give yourself a cheque on the Kobold Horrible Death Record™!
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DANGEROUS Note! Some of the skills are a little more powerful (i.e.
useful) than others, and as we all know, power in the paws of an
impulsive and reckless Kobold is a dangerous thing.  So, in a vain
attempt to teach Kobolds that their actions have consequences, Bob
(the Human God) proposed an injunction on said skills which was car-
ried by an overwhelming majority by the Council of the Gods monster
resources sub-committee™.  As a result, a number of Kobold Skills are
marked "Dangerous!"  Dangerous skills NEVER require a skill roll and
can be used out of turn, but they have their own side effects, which
are explained later.

Select up to 6 SKILLS (pages 8-12)
and record them on your Kobold

Reference Sheet™.

The kobold horrible death record
As you may have heard, it's tough being a Kobold!  Whenever a Kobold
fails a skill roll, there is a chance that she will die a Horrible Kobold
Death.  Each time a Kobold fails a skill roll, cheque off a box in the
Kobold Horrible Death Record™ located on the Kobold Reference
Sheet™.  Each time that a Kobold adds or removes a cheque from the
Kobold Horrible Death Record™, roll 2d6 and add the number of
cheques the Kobold has accumulated to the roll.  If the total is less
than or equal to 13, she don't die.  However, if the roll, plus the
cheques, is greater than 13 she must roll for a Kobold Horrible
Death™.  See page 38 for complete rules on the horrible ways that
Kobolds can (and most certainly will) die!

Some skills are especially hazardous to use, like DUELIST, LACKEY,
COWER, TRACK, SAGE, and TRADE (the ones marked DANGEROUS!). Whenever
a Kobold uses a DANGEROUS! skill, he automatically takes a Kobold
Horrible Death Cheque™!
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brawn skills
ATHLETE - Some Kobolds are just naturally more athletic than others.
Kobolds with the ATHLETE skill can leap, climb, vault, and perform any
number of extreme physical activities. The DIFFICULTY of ATHLETE rolls
is determined by the Mayor.

BULLY - The Kobold has mastered the ancient schoolyard martial art
of Bullying.  A Kobold can attempt to BULLY (i.e. threaten to seriously
hurt) another creature to make that creature perform one action.  The
DIFFICULTY of the action is equal to the MEAT (for strong stupid crea-
tures) or the CUNNING (for weak smarter creatures) of the victim.

DUEL - DANGEROUS!  The Kobold is a seasoned veteran, and by using
this skill she can force someone to re-roll an attack roll.  The target
must be in melee combat with this kobold.  Use of this skill does not
require a BRAWN roll.

LIFT - This Kobold is especially good at juggling multiple tasks and as
such, he can carry additional ITEMs without penalty.  The DIFFICULTY is
equal to the number of items the Kobold is attempting to carry.  Each
time the number of items in the Kobold possession changes, she must
remake the LIFT roll. failure always results in everything in her hands
falling to the ground.

SWIM - Like most dumb animals, you can keep yourself afloat and
move about in water.  The DIFFICULTY of the SWIM roll depends on how
fast the water is moving, which is up to the Mayor.

WRASSLE - The Kobold is good at grabbing living things and slamming
them to the ground.  The DIFFICULTY of this action is equal to the
AGILITY of the target.  After a successful WRASSLE, a Kobold can
spend one action to stuff anything about the size of his head into his
mouth.

ego skills
HIDE - This skill gives a Kobold the ability to conceal herself in the
shadows or behind something else (i.e. cover).  The DIFFICULTY of this
action is equal to 1 die or the highest CUNNING of anyone within 15 feet
of the Kobold when she's attempting to hide.  The Mayor can increase
the DIFFICULTY of this roll by 1 die if the observer is actively seeking
the Kobold, or reduce it by 1 die if the Kobold is being ignored for the
most part. 

LACKEY - DANGEROUS!  The Kobold has received some form of arcane
tutelage and now has the ability to cast a magick spell.  See the
Kobold Magick section for more details (pAGE 20).

SAGE - DANGEROUS! A little Knowledge is dangerous, and Kobolds are
already little and dangerous.  This Kobold knows about stuff (like
medicine or show tunes, it’s up to the player) and can use this SKILL
to ask the MAYOR a yes/no question - which the Mayor must answer
truthfully.  The use of this SKILL does not require an EGO roll, but
requires that the Kobold explain what they have learned to the group
and how they know it. 
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SHOOT - An ancient Kobold learned that if you are here and someone
else is way over there, the easiest way to kill them is to hurl some-
thing at them.  and now we have bows!  This skill gives a Kobold the
ability to use slings, bows, crossbows, light siege weapons, and any
other device that can hurl something at someone else.  See the “How
to Kill Things” section for more information on missile weapons.

SPEAK HUMAN - Some Kobolds have dedicated their lives to learning
the speech of their favourite prey.  With this skill, a Kobold can speak
and understand 1 word of Human per point of EGO.  Write down his
vocabulary on the back of his Kobold Reference Sheet™. Attempting to
speak or understand anything other than these words requires a roll.
The DIFFICULTY is determined by the number of words in the sentence
(for each sentence you are trying to translate).

TRAP - This wily Kobold has received some instruction in basic trap
making.  This allows her to set traps, search for traps, and attempt
to disarm traps without being harmed.  There are 2 basic types of
traps: hurting or grabbing.  Hurting traps deal damage (i.e. the target
loses HITS) and grabbing traps attempt to ensnare a target (the tar-
get makes a REFLEXES roll. if he fails, he cannot move for 1d6 turns).
The DIFFICULTY of setting a trap is equal to the dam, or the brawn (for
grabbing).  The DIFFICULTY of "searching" for traps is 3 dice.  

extraneous skills
BARD - Unlike most uncivilised societies, Kobolds don't have a great
oral tradition - they just don't have patience for long involved sto-
ries.  Storytellers soon learned that to keep their audience’s atten-
tion they needed to come up with more and more outrageous tales.   A
Kobold with the BARD skill is well versed in exaggeration (i.e. she can
lie).  The DIFFICULTY of the BARD skill is equal to the highest CUNNING
of anyone hearing the story.  If someone present knows the story to
be false, increase the DIFFICULTY of the BARD roll by 1 die.

COOK - EVERYKOBOLD!  Nearly all Kobolds have some training in the
gastronomical arts.  The uses and DIFFICULTY of COOK rolls are cov-
ered in the Kobold Kitchen section (page 32).

DUNGEON - This is one of those catch-all skills that allows Kobolds
to hang from ropes, stake open doors, scale sheer walls, and do all
those other nifty things that Adventurers seem to know how to do in
a dungeon.  The DIFFICULTY of DUNGEON rolls is set by the Mayor.
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TRACK - This nature-happy Kobold has learned how to follow a trail
whether in town, in the bushes, or in the caves.  The DIFFICULTY of this
action is equal to 1 die, or the highest LUCK of anyone in the group
being tracked.  The Mayor can increase the DIFFICULTY of this roll by 1
die if someone in the group being tracked has TRACK and is actively
seeking to disguise their trail.  The Mayor can reduce the DIFFICULTY by
1 die if the group being tracked is in a hurry, large, or is intentionally
being obvious about which direction they are going.

TRADE - DANGEROUS!  A Kobold with this skill is never happy with what
he has and is always pissing and moaning to get something else.  With
his extensive training at the Used Horse Lot, this Kobold has honed his
dickering and bargaining skills to a razor's edge. this gives him the
ability to re-roll the result on any chart.  This skill can be used any-
time and does not require an eXTRANEOUS roll.

reflexes skills
COWER - DANGEROUS!  Most Kobolds lack the sense of self-preserva-
tion needed to avoid potentially lethal situations.  Not this one!
Through some unknown means, this Kobold has learned that Kobolds
are mortal and as such, he clearly cannot choose the cup in front of
you!  By crying and whimpering like a little girl, this Kobold can
attempt to make himself harder to strike.  When a Kobold uses the
COWER skill, his AGILITY increases by 2 until the end of his next turn.
This does not require a REFLEXES roll.

FAST - This Kobold feels the need - the need for speed!  Kobold cooks
are notorious for not making enough food to go around, mostly
because they eat so much of it themselves.  This being the case, a slow
Kobold is generally a hungry Kobold.   FAST Kobolds are natural
sprinters with the ability to increase their MOVE.  The DIFFICULTY of
the roll is equal to 1 die per each additional square (5 feet) of move-
ment the Kobold wants to attempt. 

SNEAK - This Kobold is a shifty little fellow with the ability to move
quietly and remain undetected.  The base DIFFICULTY for this is the
highest CUNNING of anyone you are trying to sneak past.

STEAL - Kobolds with this skill are even shiftier than those with
SNEAK!  They can take a weapon, a ITEM, a baby, etc. from someone else
without them knowing who took it.  The DIFFICULTY to STEAL something
is the CUNNING of the intended victim. 

RIDE - This Kobold has learned that the shortest distance between
two points is on the back of some other creature.  The DIFFICULTY of
the RIDE roll is equal to the CUNNING of the Critter being ridden.
Reduce the Difficulty by 1 Die if the creature has been saddled (or is
otherwise used to being ridden).

WIGGLE - This Kobold has trained to be nimble and supple.  She can
contort her furry body to fit into tight places, slip free of bonds, or
to attempt to scurry around enemies.  The DIFFICULTY of a WIGGLE is
up to the Mayor or equal to the AGILITY of the creature being avoided.
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+Edges and -Bogies!
+Edges and -Bogies are the inborn talents and deficiencies that all
Kobolds possess.  +Edges (good qualities) begin with a plus sign(+),
and -Bogies (negative qualities) begin with a minus sign(-).  All Kobolds
are born with two +Edges and two -Bogies. In addition to these, each
Kobold must roll once on both the Random +Edge Chart and the
Random -Bogie Chart.  The Mayor can call upon a Kobold's -Bogies to
cause awful things to happen to the Kobold (A Kobold who is -In Heat
may go crazy when he enters a bar).  Likewise, he could use it to force
a Kobold to perform an action (All Kobolds are -Fearless and as such
would never run away from a dragon out of fear).

All Kobolds start the game with
the following +Edges and -Bogies

+Bark Like A Kobold - Kobolds are known for being
exceptionally good at cooking, and particularly bad at everything else.
So how is it that Kobolds haven't become extinct, especially when it
seems that fighters are always killing hordes of them and evil war-
locks are always throwing them against their enemies?  Ignorant of
all the rules of evolution, Kobolds have developed the unique ability
to make the impossible happen.  Before rolling the dice, the player can
bark, growl, or generally act like her Kobold to have the DIFFICULTY of
an action reduced by 1 die.  Be warned, each time a Kobold uses this
+Edge, they must be louder and more Kobold-like than the last Kobold
that used it.  The Mayor is the final judge of whether your barking
justifies the Bonus Die.

+Kobold Senses - While it is obvious that Kobolds don't have noses
(merely nostrils), their sense of taste is so refined that they can
actually "taste" the smell of things.  In addition, Kobolds’ eyes are so
accustomed to living and hunting in deep dark caves that they can see
as well in near total blackness as they can in the light.

-Fearless - Have you ever stopped and wondered why it is that a pack
of measly, weak, little Kobolds will attack a party of fully armed and
armoured warriors backed by fireball chucking wizards?  The answer is
that Kobolds have absolutely no understanding of the concept of
self-preservation.  Some have speculated that it is the tiny size of the
Kobold brain which allows them to cheerily march into the maw of cer-
tain doom, while others believe that if Kobolds do begin to act in a
cowardly way (like actively trying not to get killed) then Vor himself
strikes them down. (Vor hates cowards!)  If a Kobold is acting excep-
tionally cowardly, the Mayor may choose to give that Kobold a Kobold
Horrible Death Cheque™.  

-Taste Like Chicken:  It is a well-known fact that Kobold is extreme-
ly tasty ala carte and is simply irresistible when prepared correctly.
Should a Kobold become wounded, all critters (other than Humans) and
Kobolds in the map square must make an EGO roll at 1 die.  If the
result is greater than the creature’s EGO, the desire to eat the tasty
little Kobold becomes overpowering.
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Roll once on each of the following
charts and record the results on

your Kobold Reference Sheet™. 

+Animal Chum - Ever since you were
just a little pup, you've had a special
way with animals.  For some reason,

they always seemed to like you.
Animals will not attack you, unless
you specifically threaten them.  

+Bouncy - The gods have decreed that this Kobold will not be falling
to his death.  No matter how far you may fall, or how much damage is
taken, your Kobold will always have at least 1 HIT after hitting bottom
and will bounce into a random adjacent square.

+Extra Padding - You have lived the good life, and a round, pudgy
belly is the big reward.  You start the game with 1d6 additional HITS
from your impressive bulk.

+Troll Blood - One of your ancestors was into some kinky stuff
and you are reaping the benefits.  You have the wondrous ability to
regenerate damage.  You can spend 1 Turn (doing nothing else) to lick
your wounds and regain 2 lost HITS.  Note:  You can only lick your
own wounds, doing this to anyone else will only get you into trouble.

+Winning Smile - Your Kobold has a wide, friendly smile that inspires
both trust and camaraderie in men, and causes most women to think
you are very cute (or vice versa).  As long as you are smiling, humans
will not attack you!  (Until you do something out-and-out wrong, like
stealing a baby or eating a cat.)  Note:  The Player must actually be
smiling for the Kobold to reap the benefits of this +Edge.

+Zilch - This Kobold has no additional positive qualities, whatsoever.
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-Angry Friends - This Kobold has
no additional negative qualities,
whatsoever, and that’s annoying.

-Animal Foe - You've spent most of your life kicking dogs and 
lighting cows on fire.  As a result, all animals get a bad vibe from
being near you.  All animals within your map square will try to leave,
and will attack if you bother them!

-Foul Smelling - You never really took much to the concept of
bathing; as such, a putrid cloud clings to you.  Anything in your map
square will notice the scent, and probably come looking for the pile
of dung that left it.

-Hungry - This Kobold has an insatiable appetite, one to rival King
Torg's (ALL HAIL KING TORG!).  His need to eat is so great that if he
comes upon anything edible, he must make an EGO roll (DIFFICULTY
determined by the Mayor) or go into a feeding frenzy, unable to stop
himself from trying to eat his prey.  The Kobold definition of edible is
anything that fits in her mouth and tastes good (like chickens, waf-
fles, babies, or other Kobolds! Yummy!)  Each turn spent "munching"
reduces the EGO roll by 1 die and the roll to stop may be retried every
turn.

-In Heat - You're facing some big changes in your life this year, and
dogs have begun to notice.  If you encounter a dog, it will follow you
around until it can get you alone.  Every time you encounter an adult
human (or an equivalent, like an elf babe or something), you must make
an EGO roll (DIFFICULTY equal to the target's LUCK), or attempt to
“hump” his/her/its leg.  Each turn spent "humping" reduces the EGO roll
by 1 die and the roll to stop may be retried every turn.

-Taste Like Baby - Sure, every Kobold tastes great swimming in
tomato gravy, but you just smell deee-licious!  Should you become
wounded, all critters (other than Humans) and Kobolds in the map
square must make an EGO roll at 3 dice.  If a critter fails the roll, the
desire to eat you becomes overpowering and it can't stop until it’s had
a bite!  If a -Hungry Kobold is nearby, their EGO roll must be made at 5
dice.
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Kobold Gear!

Kobolds lack the intellect to make their own equipment.  Those
Kobolds with enough sense to make things are immediately draugh-

ted into the Cooking Army.  As a general rule, Kobolds get all of
their equipment by a) stealing it, or b) picking it out of the trash.
When Kobolds do get stuff, they take it to the center of the Caves
to a place called the BAZAAR, and toss it onto one of 3 large piles.
When they leave the caves, they stop by each of the piles and grab
some equipment.  Due to tiny brains, Kobolds haven't exactly picked
up on the idea of storage.  Consequently, most Kobolds can only
ever carry 2 ITEMS at a time - one in their right paw, and one in their
left.  This means that a Kobold needs to drop one of their ITEMS, in
order to pick up something new - like a baby!  If a Kobold is caught
carrying more than 2 ITEMS, she immediately gets a Kobold Horrible
Death Cheque™.  Armour and outfits don't count as ITEMS for carry-
ing purposes; even Kobolds know how to put on a shirt! Some ITEMS
have +Edges and -Bogies, which are described at the end of the
KOBOLD GEAR! Section (page 19).

To determine starting equipment roll
on each of the charts BELOW.  Record

these results on your Kobold Reference
Sheet™.
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KOBOLD GEAR DESCRIPTIONS

10 Foot Pole - A broken 10’ piece of wood favoured by Adventurers,
approximately 9 feet long.  this item gives a Bonus Die to all DUNGEON
rolls.  (Vor only knows where you keep it when you aren't using it!)

25 Feet of Rope - A length of rope in a nice neat coil, when used this
ITEM gives a bonus die to all DUNGEON and ATHLETE climbing rolls.
Unfortunately, after you use it the first time, you know that you'll
never be able to coil it as nicely as it is now.  It's like folding a map,
and when was the last time you saw a Kobold cartographer?  Once
used, it becomes -big.

Adventurer's Cast-Offs
Roll on the Adventurer's Cast-Off Chart to determine what left over
adventurer junk the Kobold picked up. 

Backpack - You have a trendy little sack that you like to strap across
one of your shoulders (both if you have an EGO of 11 or higher).  In
the bag you can fit any one ITEM roughly the size of a baby.  Should
you actually place a baby in the backpack, refer to the BABY NEGLIGeNCE
House Rule!  Neither the backpack nor its contents count against the 2
ITEMS a Kobold is allowed to carry.

Bag of Holding: Chickens - An interesting item, apprentices usually
make these bags in Magick Shoppe Class 101.  This bag only holds chick-
ens but it can hold an infinite number of them.  Capturing a Chicken
requires a WRASSLE roll.  Keep a record of how many chickens are cap-
tured in this fashion.  Should you die or let go of the sack to grab
something else, all the chickens will immediately escape and appear all
around the Kobold.  The chickens will be enraged and will attack every
Kobold they see!  

Codex of Tabriz the Arcane (Evil Arch-Warlock for Hire) - You
have 1d6 pages of a magick book.  To use a page you must crumple it up
and throw them at someone (kaws Koblds dant reed so gud!)  Whoever
the page hits becomes the target of a magick spell.  You can find the
exact spell by rolling 2d6 and consulting the Random Spell Chart on
page 20 (after the spell is thrown of course).  Regardless of the
effect, it instantly happens.  Every time you use a page, take a Kobold
Horrible Death Cheque™.  The player must actually crumple up a piece of
paper and throw it at one of the other players or the Mayor (who
takes the place of all the non-player creatures). 
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Booze - Your Kobold has a bottle of some kind of alcohol - roll 1d6
on the Random Alcohol Chart.  Drinking alcohol is a stupid thing to do,
but Kobolds are stupid.  Alcohol is good for starting fires, trading
with humans, and calming babies (though you will probably need to
refer to the BABY NEGLIGENCE House Rule!).  A Kobold won't know what
is in the bottle till he proves his stupidity by drinking it.  Each bottle
holds 2 drinks.

Cup of Milk Elemental Summoning - By using this magick cup, the
Kobold can summon a Milk Elemental from the Demi-Plane of Dairy
Products.  Milk elementals can calm babies, enrage cows, stop fires,
make a light cream sauce, or attack one's enemies.  The Kobold can
summon 1 elemental from each cow, churn, kitchen, or baby bottle that
he finds but may never control more than one at a time.

Milk Elemental B:5 E:3 e:7 R:8 / AGL:2 / Milky Fist 1 Dam / +Bouncy / VP:2

Ring of Human Speaking - While holding this ring, the Kobold may
speak to humans as if they were Kobolds.  (i.e. she can understand
what they are saying and they can understand her).

Spice Sack - Your Kobold is carrying a full arsenal of herbs and
spices in a baggie.  These herbs make food taste great.  If successfully
used with a 3 dice COOK roll (as well as 3 ingredients),  the resulting
meal will give the Kobold 1d6 HITS. There are enough spices in the sack
to prepare 2 meals.

ITEM +Edges and -BOGIES

+Bash : This ITEM gives a Bonus Die to all bash rolls.

+Backpack : This ITEM can be used as a Backpack. 

-Big : This ITEM requires two hands to use.

-Bulky : This ITEM reduces a Kobold’s AGILITY by 1.

+Climb : This ITEM gives a bonus die to all DUNGEON and ATHLETE climbing rolls.

+Cook : This ITEM give a Bonus Die to all COOK rolls.

+Fonzie : This isn't  an +Edge; you just feel really, really cool!

-Item: Unlike other armour this counts as an ITEM for carrying purposes.

+Stones: This weapon can SHOOT Stones.  Whenever you are outside you can

spend an action to find one handful (1d6) stones suitable for firing from this

weapon. Stone (1 DAM).

+Useful: This ITEM give a Bonus Die to all DUNGEON rolls.
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Kobold Magick!

Due to a complete lack of marketable skills, most Kobolds end up
working IX-to-V as fodder in some evil mastermind's dungeon.

Exceptionally ambitious Kobolds might eventually find employment as
henchmen for Evil Wizards.  While working as lackeys, some of these
Kobolds have actually managed to learn something, and return to
the Caves with the ability to cast a Magick Spell.  In order to cast a
spell, the Kobold must have the skill LACKEY. 

All spells have a "Somatic" component, which requires that the player
(not just the Kobold) perform some action for the spell to work
properly.  Failure to perform the somatic component automatically
causes the spell to misfire!

Bail's Floating Frying Pan - This handy spell makes a flaming,
floating frying pan materialise from thin air.  The sizzling skillet
makes all COOK rolls 2 dice easier, and can be used as a weapon that
does 4 DAM.  To complete the spell, the caster must ask the other
players, "Can you smell what the [Insert Name of Kobold] is cooking!"

Hagen's LARPsfucation - The Kobold can cause herself to become
invisible.  The spell lasts for 2d6 Turns.  While the Kobold is invisible,
the player MUST keep her arms folded across her chest (like a brood-
ing vampire) or the spell immediately fails!

Lord Elmer's Ball of Glue - You conjure an orb of elemental
stickiness, from the Quasi-Elemental Plane of Bondage, which you can
roll into any adjacent square.  Everyone in the target square is
caught in the glue, which increases the DIFFICULTY of all REFLEXES rolls
by the number of victims in the square.  In addition, the victims cannot
put ITEMs down and anything they touch becomes stuck to them.  The
spell lasts for 1d6 Turns. To casT, the player must mime bowling!
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Pimpy's Slapping Hand - This incantation creates a giant Hand that
the caster can direct against any target within 2 Squares.  The hand
smacks the target for 3 DAM and they must make a 4 dice BRAWN roll
or be knocked to the ground.  The player must ask the target loudly,
"Who's your [daddy/mommy]?"

POOF! - With an audible "Poof" (supplied by the player) the caster dis-
appears in a puff of smoke and sulphur.  On the Kobold's next turn,
they must make a 3 dice EGO Roll.  If he succeeds, he reappears up to
two squares away, in any direction, through any kind of obstacle.  If
the Kobold fails the roll, the Mayor chooses where he appears (at
least 1 square away from where thheey started).

Restor's Spell of Somnolence - By making a mighty yawn (yes, the
player must yawn mightily!), you cause 1d6 creatures to fall asleep for
1d6 Turns.  Should there not be enough non-Kobold critters in the
area, the Mayor should feel free to cause any Kobolds (especially the
caster) to fall asleep to make up the difference.  Note:  the Kobold of
any player caught yawning directly after this spell is cast falls asleep
for 1 Turn or, if she's already caught in the spell, 1 additional Turn.

Sandor's Spell of Summoning Chicken - By chanting the secret
words of this spell (which to the other players sounds like a bad
chicken impression), a chicken instantly appears from your hat.  If you
have this spell, you also get a keen hat.  The summoned chicken will
obey all your commands.  

MagicK  Chicken  B:2  E:5  e:5  R:12  /  AGL:3  /  Beak  1  DAM  /  -TTastes  Like  Chiicken  /  VP:1

Spell of Mostly Unspeakable Horrors - Long thought to have
been banned throughout the Polyverse, the Spell of Mostly
Unspeakable Horrors is a favourite of Kobold sorcerers.  We would
explain what happens when this spell is cast, but the majority of the
horrors are so unspeakable that even alluding to them might get this
book banned (except for the poly-dimensional tentacles.  they really
aren't that bad at all).  To cast this most maleficent incantation, the
player must howl and wail madly. The target of this spell takes a
Kobold Horrible Death Cheque™ and 1 DAM for each Kobold Horrible
Death Cheque™ that the caster has!

Summon Horrible Demon That Enjoyeth Eating Kobolds - This
isn't really a spell; you're a fraud.  You went and forgot the one that
you learned but since you already told everyone you could cast a
spell, you made up one they weren't likely to ask to see.  

Tabriz' Ball of Flaming Death - A ball of fire erupts from your
body, and tears towards any opponent within 3 squares. The fire does
1d6 DAM and ignites any combustibles in its path. The player must laugh
maniacally at her target.

Wall of Beer - This incantation creates a dazzling line of keg-fresh
frothy beer that forms a raging wall around the caster for 1d6 Turns
(after the player shouts the magick words, "Tappa tappa kegga, wall o’
beer omega!" while doing a little dance).  While "safely nestled in the
bosom of booze," the Kobold regains 1 HIT per Turn, ranged attacks
automatically miss, and the DIFFICULTY of melee combat is increased by
2 dice.  These penalties apply to attacks passing through the wall from
either direction, in or out.
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HOW TO PLAY!HOW TO PLAY!

TURNS!
In most role-playing games, an entire section is devoted to explaining
the subtle nuances of rounds, turns, and timing.  In KAMB! there are
simply Turns!  Turns are some unknown quantity of time.  On a Turn a
Kobold can attempt any number of actions, however, each action
beyond the first increases the DIFFICULTY of all the actions they are
attempting.

Slod wants to climb the side of a basSinet, pick up the delicious baby it contains, and
toss it down to Vosh who is waiting back on the floor.  Climbing the bassinet is simple,
a 1 die ATHLETE roll. picking up the baby is also easy, a 1 die REFLEXES roll. gently toss-
ing the Baby down to Vosh is a little more difficult, a 2 dice REFLEXES roll.  However
since Slod is attempting 3 actions the DIFFICULTY of each is increased by 2 (because he
is taking 2 actions beyond the first).  Slod rolls 3 dice to climb the bassinet (1 die DIF-
FICULTY +2 dice for the extra actions), another 3 dice to grab the baby (1 die DIFFICULTY
+2 dice for the extra actions), and if he wasn't so -Hungry he would have to roll 4 dice
to toss it down to Vosh (2 dice DIFFICULTY, +2 dice for the extra actions).

The Kobold with the highest eXTRANEOUS (hey, it is good for some-
thing!) score should sit to the left of the Mayor.  The Kobold with the
next highest eXTRANEOUS score sits to his left, and so on.  In the
event of a tie, the Kobold with the higher REFLEXES goes first.  If there
is still a tie, use EGO and then BRAWN.  If that doesn't work, try rock-
paper-scissors, arm wrestling, or A DANCE COMPETITION!  

Snack Order (i.e. Initiative)
Each turn, play begins with the Kobold to the left of the Mayor, and
continues clockwise.  If anyone complains about dynamic initiative or
the advances in role-playing over the last thirty-odd years, beat her

with a baguette, and skip her until
she quiets down!  Only the Kobold
whose turn it is (the Active
Kobold) can do anything; every-

one else has to wait.  Turns
pass to the left (clockwise),

and the Mayor always goes
last.
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ACTIONS!
The following are the standard actions in a game of Kobolds Ate My Baby!

MOVE! Kobolds are active little buggers, mostly due to the fact that
staying in one place too long gets you mistaken for a snack.  If you
want to get down to the nitty-gritty of it, a Kobold can move about 3
squares (about 15 feet) per action.

SKILL! A Kobold can use one of his skills.  To use a skill, the player
tells the Mayor what skill he is using and how he wants to use it.  For
some skills, the base DIFFICULTY is listed with the skill; in other cases,
it is up to the Mayor to determine the DIFFICULTY of a SKILL roll.

DO! A Kobold can invoke a House Rule, use an ITEM, use an +Edge, look
around, or talk without causing too much harm (figuratively speaking).
These activities count as an action, but usually don't require rolling
dice.

DO OTHER! Sometimes Kobolds want to do things that aren't covered
by SKILLS but still require rolls.  Generally this category of actions
encompasses anything that would be based solely on a STAT; like
breaking through a door, tossing a rock at someone, or figuring out
pi* to two decimal places.  Below are some examples of things that a
Kobold can attempt without a skill.

Break - Kobolds will often feel the need to destroy property.  The
DIFFICULTY of breaking something is equal to the target’s beef.  for
inanimate objects, a good rule of thumb is that sticks are 1 die,
furniture is 3 dice, and metal stuff is 6 dice.

Figure - Sometimes a player gets a plan that is so brilliant, so
intricate,  and so well thought out that it is sure to work! unfor-
tunately she’s playing a Kobold.  If the Mayor ever feels that a
Player is asking a lot more of a Kobold than his pea sized brain can
handle (and that's not much!), the Mayor should have the Kobold
make an EGO roll to see if he is able to comprehend the plan or
just stands there drooling as the player attempts to explain it.
The DIFFICULTY of the EGO roll is dependent upon the complexity of
the plan as determined by the Mayor.  

Kill! Kobolds do this so often that it got its own section; see
How to Kill Things (page 25)!

Throw - While some Kobolds rush headlong into battle, others
prefer tossing things at their enemies.  A Kobold can hurl anything
he can lift in one hand (a weapon, a baby, gear, etc.) at nearby
friends and foes.  The DIFFICULTY of the REFLEXES roll is equal to
the AGILITY of the target plus 1 die for each square of distance
beyond the first.

*Legend has that the Great Kobold Mathematician, Pythgor-eatum, once tried to figure Pi to
TWO decimal places, started talking about pie, and was eaten by his student Playdough.
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Do More! If a Kobold wants to perform more than one action in a
turn, she can by adding a Penalty Die to each roll for each action
attempted beyond the first.  See the TURNS section for more details
(page 22).

Vosh wants to hit a Farmer twice.  The DIFFICULTY to hit a farmer is 2 Dice.  Since Vosh
is attacking twice, he adds a PENALTY DIE to both rolls, increasing the DIFFICULTY to 3
dice for each. 

Slod wants run over to a cat, WRASSLE it to the ground, and shove it in his mouth,
three actions.  Cats have a 3 AGILITY, which makes the DIFFICULTY of grabbing one 3
dice.  Since Slod is attempting 2 additional actions, he suffers 2 PENALTY DICE on all his
rolls making the DIFFICULTY of the roll to WRASSLE the cat 5 dice!

Versus! In some situations, two Kobolds or creatures or some com-
bination thereof are going to be competing directly against each
other.  In these cases, a VERSUS Roll is used to determine the victor.
In a VERSUS situation both parties decide which STAT they are using (in
most cases this will be obvious) and the Mayor has the right to settle
any disputes and give whiners cheques on the Kobold Horrible Death
Record™.  If it's an arm wrestling contest both use BRAWN, while if
one's trying to wiggle away from another one might use BRAWN and
the other REFLEXES.  After the applicable STATs are decided on, the
active Kobold rolls dice equal to the other participant’s Handy STATs
(MEAT, CUNNING, LUCK, or AGILITY) and attempts to score equal to or
under the STAT he chose to use.  If he succeeds he wins the contest.
otherwise, nothing happens and the contest can continue on the other
player’s turn when she becomes the Active Kobold.

Slod (BRAWN 8) and Bail (BRAWN 5 = MEAT 2) are arm wrestling.  Slod is the active
Kobold so he rolls Bail's MEAT and attempts to get under his BRAWN.  If Slod succeeds
he slams Bails hand to the table. if he fails, Bail can attempt the same thing on his
turn!
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HOW TO KILL THINGS!HOW TO KILL THINGS!

Kobolds live uncomplicated lives filled with simple pleasures, like
eating, drinking, more eating, a little more drinking, and a tad

more eating.  Unfortunately, in their efforts to satiate this hunger,
their lives can get a bit more complicated in the sharp sword-pointy
arrow-lynch mob-flaming meteor-angry god kind of a way that
ensures most Kobolds’ lives are short and violent.  Kobolds settle
most differences through one of two methods: a cook-off (which is
the way King Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!) likes to settle things), or
through combat, which is just the way that Vor likes it!  Invariably,
your Kobold is going to get into a scuffle, so you might want to
learn the basics of Kobold self-offense.  IMPORTANT KOBOLD
Philosophy Note: Kobolds don't understand that you can try to not
get hurt.  That doesn't make any sense to them.  Sticking somebody
with a sword before she can stick you, now that makes sense.

How TOHIT
When two blade-masters square off, combat becomes an art form, a
subtle deadly dance of thrust and parry, feint and counter feint.
When Kobolds are involved, combat generally devolves into two com-
batants standing there smacking one another until someone dies!  In
KAMB!, the DIFFICULTY of hitting something is determined by its AGILI-
TY.  When you want TOHIT something, roll the intended victim's AGILITY
in dice and attempt to score under the attacker's BRAWN (REFLEXES for
thrown weapons and EGO when SHOOTing).  All critters, townsfolk,
and Kobolds can try TOHIT anything else with weapons, fists, claws,
or whatever else is handy. 

Vosh and Slod are two Kobold buddies who spent their formative years in the same
warren, chewing on the same bones.  Unfortunately, Slod thinks that he's going to
take the baby that Vosh knows is rightfully his.  Vosh has BRAWN 8.  Slod, with REFLEXES
7 has an AGILITY of 2. On his turn, Vosh wants TOHIT Slod, to remind him who's boss.
Vosh rolls 2 dice (the DIFFICULTY based on Slod's AGILITY) and tries to get under 10
(his BRAWN).

How TOHIT Things Far Away
Even Kobolds understand the benefits of hurting something big and
nasty while it's way over there.  Missile combat works just like hand-
to-hand Combat with a few minor additions.  When throwing something
the TOHIT roll is made against REFLEXES, and when SHOOTing it is made
against EGO.  As with melee combat, the DIFFICULTY of the roll is equal
to the AGILITY of the target. For the most part, all thrown objects
should do at least 1 DAM.  any more (or less) is up to the Mayor's dis-
cretion and the Player's whining.  

You can throw something at or SHOOT an opponent who is not in the
same square as you.  For thrown weapons, add +1 die of DIFFICULTY to
the TOHIT roll for each square of distance beyond the first.  For
SHOOTing weapons, add 1 die of DIFFICULTY for each square past the
third.

Increase the DIFFICULTY by 1 die if the target is smaller than your head
and by 2 dice if it is smaller than an egg.  Decrease the DIFFICULTY by 1
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die if the target is larger than a horse.  If it’s the broad side of a
barn (or larger), decrease the DIFFICULTY by 2 dice.  Most inanimate
objects have an AGILITY of 0.   

Bail wants to throw a knife at an Evil Undead Zombie Chicken.  The Zombie Chicken has an
AGILITY of 3.  Bail has a REFLEXES of 9.  Bail needs to roll 3 dice (the DIFFICULTY from
the Chicken's AGILITY) and try to get under a 9 (his REFLEXES).  If the Zombie Chicken is
2 squares away, Bail would need to roll 5 dice (the chicken's AGILITY +2 dice for range)
to hit.

Damage
Once you score a successful hit, you need to determine how much
damage (DAM) is done.  All weapons have # DAM listed with them, and
all Kobolds are born with sharp claws and pointy teeth that do 1 DAM.
The # listed with the DAM corresponds to the number of HITS that the
target loses after being struck with a particular weapon.  

Slod whacks Bail with a chain for taking Soux's side in an argument.  Bail has 4 HITS and
a chain does 2 DAM.  Bail reduces his HITS to 2 and prepares to introduce Slod to an
old friend…Tabriz' Ball of Flaming Death!

Unarmed? Combat
At this point, you may be asking yourself, "Why would a Kobold use a
dagger when all Kobolds have sharp claws and pointy teeth?"  Well,
Kobolds are small and to use their sharp claws and pointy teeth they
have to get really close to their prey.  They need to get so close that
both the Kobold and his prey get a BONUS DIE when trying to hit each
another.

After the court jester disarms him, Vosh decides to rip him to shreds and lunges at
the Jester with his claws.  The Jester normally has an AGILITY of 3 but since Vosh is
right up on him he received a BONUS DIE and only needs to make a TOHIT roll at 2 dice.
However, as he is so close,  it is easier for the Jester to smack him back and he too
will receive a BONUS DIE on his TOHIT roll, reducing the DIFFICULTY of hitting VOSH
from 2 dice to 1 die.

Whoop-Ass!
especially meaty attackers are able to deal out more DAM to their
opponents.  Before making a TOHIT roll, a muscle-bound attacker can
"open up a can of Whoop-Ass" and try to do some extra DAM with the
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attack.  When doing so, the attacker adds her MEAT score to the
weapons listed DAM.  Unfortunately, since she is swinging wildly, she
suffers a PENALTY DIE to her TOHIT roll.

Slod wants to lay the smack down on poor Soux. He winds up with his Frying Pan (3
DAM) and prepares to let her have it.  Slod has a 7 BRAWN, giving him a MEAT of 2.  If he
successfully hits Soux he will do 5 DAM (3 for the frying pan and 2 for whoop-ass!).
Soux's AGILITY is 2.  Since Slod is trying to whoop-ass he suffers a PENALTY DIE to the
TOHIT roll.  His TOHIT roll is increased to 3 (2 for the Agility +1 for the whoop-ass).

Armour
The easiest way to avoid taking damage is to avoid combat, but since
Vor hates cowards and King Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!) loves human
baby, that's not a real viable solution!  Next to avoiding combat,
armour is probably the best way to protect a Kobold from harm.  

When a Kobold is wearing armour, it adds ARMOUR HITS.  Whenever a
Kobold takes DAM (from any source), that DAM is subtracted first
from her ARMOUR HITS.  Only after running out of Armour Hits (at
which point the remnants of  armour falls off) are a Kobold's HITS
reduced.

Soux is wearing a Metal Pot (10 ARMOUR HITS) on her head.  If Slod manages to hit her
for 5 DAM, she subtracts 5 HITS from her ARMOUR HITS.  If a Cow were to fall on her
afterward for 8 DAM, Soux would lose 5 ARMOUR HITS (what's left of the Metal Pot)
and then take the remaining 3 HITS worth of DAM.

Dying
When a Kobold or a Critter reaches 0 HITS, it takes a dirt nap.  About
the only thing that dead Kobolds are good for is eating (uhhh...dead
Kobold).  Actually, Kobolds pretty much feel this way about most crit-
ters, which helps to explain why they are always trying to kill every-
thing!
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HOW TO WIN!HOW TO WIN!

If you've never played a role-playing game before, right now you’re
probably asking yourself, "So, how do I win?"  Or, you might be

asking yourself, "Why the hell did I buy this game?"  Well, unlike your
average role-playing game, Kobolds Ate My Baby! does have winners.
Though, truth be told, it mostly has losers!  Anyway, the winner is
the player who, at the end of the game, has the most Victory Points
(VP).  Players score VP for killing things, cooking things, bringing
babies back to the caves, making the Mayor laugh so hard he pees him-
self, or fulfilling some special requirement set up before the game.
Most games continue until a certain condition is met, i.e. when all of
the babies are gone - eaten, dead, stored in the cave, etc.

In the very likely event of a Kobold's death, the player's next Kobold
inherits all the dead Kobold's current Victory Points (those which
haven't been spent yet! ).  After the winning player is determined, she
is encouraged to laugh in the faces of all of the other players (a.k.a.
the losers).

WHAT TO DO WITH VP!
On the outside chance that a Kobold actually manages to survive

for any period of time, she might accumulate some Victory Points.
If this should happen, the player can spend these points to improve
the Kobold whenever he is in the Caves (which can be during a game or
between "adventures").  

Demi-anthropologists studying
the behavior patterns of the
adult Kobold have never been
able to explain how this
process works (since Kobolds
have no monetary or barter
system), but somehow Kobolds
just seem to know when to
give things to other Kobolds.
While in the caves, a Kobold
can take a quick trip to the
Bazaar, conveniently located in
the center of the Caves. just
minutes from the throne
room, the Cave Mouth, and
numerous fine dining estab-
lishments,  The Bazaar is a
wonderful place to shop,
skulk, mate, or just kill some
lunch!

Specialty Shops - For 2 VP
you can roll once on the
Barracks Chart, the Armoury
Chart, or the Black Market
Chart.
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Trash Picking - For 1 VP you can roll
once on the Random Weapon Chart, the
Random Armour Chart, or the Random
Gear Chart (Page 17).

Not-So General Store - A Kobold
can spend 3 VP to select an item from
the Random Weapon Chart, the Random
Armour Chart, or the Random Gear
Chart (Page 17).

Gambling Den - For a measly 2 VP, an
adventurous Kobold can visit a Stall
of Iniquity, and roll on the Random
Chart of Randomness.

The Library - The Library is a fancy
name for whatever trash was recently
recovered from Tabriz's dumpster.
For 2 VP, you can roll on the Random
Magick Spell Chart (page 20) or you
can spend 4 VP to select any spell
from the chart.  (Remember a Kobold
must have the skill LACKEY to cast a
spell).

Vor's House of Worship - With a
quick "VORLELUJAH!" a Kobold can gain
his MEAT in HITS in exchange for 2 VP.
For 3 VPs, the Kobold can pray the

"OUR VOR!" and remove a Cheque from their Kobold Horrible Death
Record™.  Remember, you must cheque for Kobold horrible death when
adding or removing a cheque from the Kobold Horrible Death Record™.  

CAVE BAZAAR Descriptions
11 Foot Pole - It's a whole foot better than a 10 Foot Pole.

Boots of Elven Hide - No one is quite sure which diabolical sor-
cerer created this macabre and mystical footwear but due to its
extreme handiness, no one's asking a lot of questions either.
The wearer of these boots can take a cheque on the Kobold
Horrible Death Record™ to MOVE! 4 squares (about 20 feet) per
turn and gain a BONUS DIE to all SNEAK rolls for 1d6 Turns.  

+Arrows - This weapon can SHOOT Arrows and comes with 6+1d6
in a quiver.  The quiver can be tied to your back and does not
count as an item for carrying purposes.  Arrow (2 DAM).
+Bash - This ITEM gives a Bonus Die to all bash rolls .
-Big - This ITEM requires two hands to use.
+Cook - This ITEM give a Bonus Die to all COOK rolls.
-Item - this armour counts as an ITEM for carrying purposes
+Pokey - If this armour has any Armour HITS remaining, anyone grab-
bing or attacking you without a weapon takes 2 DAM when they suc-
cessfully score a hit.
+Stones - This weapon can SHOOT Stones.  Whenever you are outside
you can spend an action to find one handful (1d6) stones suitable for
firing from this weapon. Stone (1 DAM).

+Useful - This ITEM give a Bonus Die to all DUNGEON rolls.
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Outfits

Kobolds can gain a little class by honing their skills and abilities
and spending 12 VPs.  When buying an Outfit, the Kobold gains rank,

a title, or an indulgence.  Also included is a hat, tie, shirt, or some
other article of clothing that signifies his newfound position in
society.  Kobolds generally refer to these improvements as Outfits.
A Kobold can be Multi-Outfitted, but this requires a serious expendi-
ture of Victory Points, and few Kobolds ever reach these grandiose
levels of power (without cheating!).  If a kobold has more than 1
OUTFIT, he may only wear one at a time, meaning that he only gains
the benefits of the OUTFIT that he is currently wearing.  However he
may carry the second Outfit
around for later use.  worn
Outfits do not
count as
items for
carrying
purposes.  

Kobold Veteran™ -
After a grueling day of
training, your Kobold
may now claim to be a Veteran.  Being a gruff, seasoned warrior, he
now has the right to pull rank in the weapon line.  To show your mili-
tary prowess, you put a colander, pot, or tin ashcan on your head.
Requires: An itchin' to fight.  Are you looking at me funny, punk?
Bonus: This Kobold begins all games with a "helmet" that gives him 6
Armour HITS.  Kobold Veterans can force other non-veteran Kobolds
to exchange weapons with them, or take a cheque on the Kobold
Horrible Death Record™. 

Short Order Cook™ - Instead of just eating a live rat, you decide to
saute it over a fire and throw some spices on it.  Since no one moni-
tors these things, you think that's enough training to call yourself a
Short Order Cook!  Now you proudly wear the funny white puffy hat
that is a mark of honour and distinction among Kobolds.  Requires:
The COOK Skill.  Bonus: The Kobold gets an apron (6 Armour Hits,
+Backpack).  A Short Order Cook never takes cheques for a failed COOK
roll (though it may piss off the other Kobolds that were expecting a
good meal).  Any chicken/baby/Kobold meal prepared by her heals +2
HITS when eaten.
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Cutpurse™ - Most Kobolds have questionable morals, but you never
learned that some people think stealing is bad.  (We blame the par-
ents.) After a long night skulking in the shadows and stealing other
Kobolds’ dinners, your roguish skills increase, so you tie an old ban-
dana around your face or head.  Requires: Taking something that
belonged to another Kobold and any one of the following skills:
TRAP, HIDE, STEAL, SNEAK or WIGGLE.  Bonus: The Cutpurse starts each
game with a backpack and gets to pick a new "roguish" skill: TRAP, HIDE,
STEAL, SNEAK, or WIGGLE.

Rules Lawyer™ - When the other Kobolds went out to find Kobolds
of the opposite sex with whom to mate, you spent your time playing
board games with other pale and pimply Kobold virgins that still live in
a hole with their parents.  When you emerged from the pit, you were
clutching a little rulebook and wearing a gamer t-shirt.  Requires: The
Kobold must SPEAK HUMAN and the player must have read the entire
KAMB! rulebook twice.  At least.  Bonus: Rules Lawyers gain a Victory
Point every time they tattle on another player who is currently
breaking the rules, or should be taking a cheque on the Kobold
Horrible Death Record™, but aren't.  Rules Lawyers™ start each game
with a Heavy T-Shirt (4 Armour Hits) that can be worn IN ADDITION TO
any other armour worn.

Evil Apprentice™ - The allure of evil magick is strong!  You throw
yourself into study (which to Kobolds means tearing around in Tabriz'
trash bins looking for cool stuff).  After a successful garbage picking
expedition, you throw on a robe and a pointy hat, and call yourself an
apprentice. Requires: The LACKEY Skill.  Bonus: Evil Apprentices cannot
wear armour, not for any particular reason, but because the rules say
so!  Replace any armour the Kobold has with ROBES that have 1 Armour
HIT.  When an Evil Apprentice is in the kobold caves, she may choose to
"prepare" a new spell by rolling on the Kobold Random Magick Spell
Chart.  Evil Apprentices may make a 3 dice EGO roll whenever they cast
a spell.  If they succeed, they do not take a cheque on the Kobold
Horrible Death Record™.

Bootlicker™ - Instead of working on some really useful skill, your
Kobold spends her whole day brownnosing and
trying to get people to give her food.  All that
sniveling and groveling lands you a job as one
of King Torg's (ALL HAIL KING TORG!) bootlickers.
You get a spiffy tie which doubles as a spit-
shiner.  Requires: Being a yellow-bellied
brown-nosed apple-polisher.  Bonus:

Bootlickers can "grovel" to
avoid damage from any
source (except Kobold
Horrible Death™).
Each time that a

Bootlicker "grovels",
she gets a cheque on the

Kobold Horrible Death
Record™.  To use this
bonus, the player must

whine and plead for
mercy from the Mayor.
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THE KOBOLD KITCHEN!

Some creatures - such as baby, Kobold, and chicken - are hard for a
Kobold to resist.  They taste so good that most can't help but eat

them extremely rare, tartar, or as the Kobold chefs call it - "still
kickin'".  If a Kobold can subdue a critter (by tying it up, wrassling it
to the ground, catching it asleep, etc.) he can begin to eat it!
Chewing does 1 DAM per action spent munching and is sure to wake it
up!  When the victim being munched on runs out of HITS, it is eaten.
Babies don't put up much of a fight, and a Kobold who has a baby can

eat it WHENEVER the mood strikes him!  When a
Kobold eats a living creature, he re-gains

lost HITS.  Chickens provide 1
HIT when eaten, Kobolds pro-
vide 2, and babies provide

1d6.

The lives of Kobolds
revolve around
eating and you
should encourage
your players to
delve into the
exciting world of
Gastronomy (the

only science that
Kobolds actually

understand).  COOKing
enables a Kobold to

prepare Foods with beneficial and detrimental effects, such as
increasing or decreasing HITS!  COOKing generally requires three
things: a fire, something to cook in, and some ingredients.  The first
two are simple, you either have them or you don't.  If the chef needs
to improvise something to COOK with (like using a buckler as a wok) or
a source of heat (like the exhaust from a sleeping dragon) then the
Mayor should increase the DIFFICULTY of the COOK rolls by 1 or 2 dice,
depending on the extent of the improvisation.

COOKing enables a Kobold to get more out of his ingredients than sim-
ple eating them would provide.  Each ingredient has a Base DIFFICULTY
to prepare. By increasing this Base DIFFICULTY by one die, the chef can
obtain an additional serving from the meal.  For each additional serv-
ing desired, the cook must add some filler to the meal.  COOKing a meal
generally takes 2 Turns and a Kobold may only consume 1 serving per
Turn.

SAMPLE COOKING INGREDIENT EFFECTS

Chicken - Base DIFFICULTY 1 Die, Provides 1 HIT per serving
Kobold - Base DIFFICULTY 2 Dice, Provides 2 HITS per serving
Baby - Base DIFFICULTY 3 Dice, Provides 1d6 HITS per serving
Fillers - Potatoes, water, veggies, bread, meat, milk, etc.
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HOUSE RULES!
(All  The  Rules  that  Don't  Fit  Anywhere  Else)

The "ALL HAIL" Rule
If anyone utters the name of King
Torg (ALL HAIL KING TORG!), all
players must shout, "All Hail King
Torg!"  Failure to express the proper
respect for King Torg (ALL HAIL KING
TORG!), results in a cheque on the
Kobold Horrible Death Record™. 

The "KOBOLD SOLILOQUY"
Rule
If your Kobold dies, you may stand
up at the table, put your right hand
over your heart, and recount the
great deeds of your poor dead
Kobold.  Once finished, all the
players at the table vote yea or
nay on allowing you back.
If the vote ends up in
your favour, roll up a
new Kobold and bring him
into the game, keeping
all of your current
Victory Points.
Otherwise you're out of
the game; why not go
buy some snacks while you
wait?  The Mayor only votes to
break ties.

Tharg is torn to shreds by a coop full of chickens.  Heather stands up at the table
putting her hand over his heart, "Mighty Tharg that did slay many chickens.  That did eat
Farmer John's baby.  That did steal rope from the Bazaar and did valiantly die in the
chicken coop behind the Screaming Unicorn.  We will miss you!"

The "BABY NEGLIGENCE" Rule
Take it from the pros: Babies are very fragile!  If you don't believe us,
try playing catch with one, and see how well the baby works after it
hits the ground a few times!  If a Kobold performs any action that will
jeopardise the life of the baby, the Mayor rolls a die.  On an odd roll,
the Mayor subjects the precious little thing to the horrors of the
Baby Horrible Death Chart (page 38).  What kind of things will cause a
baby to buy the farm?  Casting spells, putting a baby in a backpack,
failing a skill roll near a baby, lower mortgage rates, and anything
that your Mom would yell at you for doing to your little sister.

The "AND ME BOSS" Rule
If more than one Kobold is involved in an action that produces Victory
Points, the Kobold that instigated the action decides how the VP are
divided among the participants.  He can choose to divide them in any
way, even if he decides that they should all be his, Mwahaha!
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The "KOBOLDS ATE MY BABY!" Rule
If a Kobold is dumb enough (and they are) to eat a baby when a human
is present, the Mayor may yell "Kobolds Ate My Baby!" to alert the
community to this outrage.  This allows the Mayor to roll 1d6; the
result is the number of townsfolk that appear.  these do-gooders
charge over and seek the avenge the horrible event!

The "KOBOLD DRINKING SONGS" Rule
If every living Kobold stands up and sings a Kobold Drinking Song
(NOTE: EVERYONE ALIVE
MUST SING OR THIS
DOESN'T WORK), they can
force the Mayor to re-
roll any result.  What
is a Kobold Drinking
Song you ask - just
about any ditty with the
words "Beer" and
"Kobold" in it! This only
works ONCE per game.

The "VOTE FOR
ME" Rule
If no one is willing to
be the Mayor, then it's
Election Time.  Each
player rolls 2 dice, the
player with the highest
roll has just been
elected Mayor!  Huzzah
for Randomocracy!

The “AND SO I GAVE THE BASTARD A CHEQUE” Rule
Occasionally, a Kobold will do something so utterly heinous that it
requires punishment for the Kobold (and the player).  Sometimes, you
get players who think that they are way too cool to play by the rules,
or who just plain don't want to listen.  In cases like this a Mayor has
a few options.  You could always get a few of your friends to con-
vince him to play along (but that's illegal in most states and should
probably be avoided).  You might try teasing him into cooperating -
making a few "you're too cool" comments could do the trick.  However,
if all else fails (or just because he wants to) the Mayor should feel
free to give the "non-cooperative" player a kobold Horrible Death
Cheque™ for each infraction until the situation improves or the Kobold
in question is eliminated!

If you are not playing the Mayor stop If you are not playing the Mayor stop 
reading the book now! Should the Mayorreading the book now! Should the Mayor

catch you reading on, it is her right, catch you reading on, it is her right, 
Nay Duty! to give you a cheque on Nay Duty! to give you a cheque on 

the Kobold Horrible Death Chartthe Kobold Horrible Death Charttmtm..
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None of your Damn BusinessNone of your Damn Business
Unless  you ’re   the   mayor  (then  you  need  to  read   th is) !

It's Good to Be the Mayor! If you're reading this section you are
either a glutton for punishment or you have recently lost a roll

and were elected to be the Mayor.  the Mayor acts as the Game
Master, so it is his responsibility to set up the game, create the
town, run the townsfolk, and generally try to kill as many Kobolds
as possible. This section details how you can create a town, all of
the people in it, and how to run a BEER ENGINE! role-playing game.
The first thing that you need to learn is how to run a game.
Generally, the sequence of events is as follows: The Kobolds tell
you what they want to do this turn and then you describe what hap-
pens. Sounds easy, huh? Whenever a Kobold wants to perform an
ACTION (that is any movement, skill, or activity) it is up to the Mayor
to describe the effect of that action.

The Kobolds move onto a section of the town where a Witch's Hovel stands. The Mayor
says, "You see a small hut that smells like boiled cats and dead frogs. Yummy! The
door is open and white smoke pours from the door."  Vosh, a Kobold, says that he
wants to walk over to the door. The Mayor says, "You walk over to the hovel door.”
Pretty easy, huh?  Makes you wonder why people think this is the hard part.

SETTING DIFFICULTY
Whenever a Kobold wants to perform an action that requires knowl-
edge of some sort (like picking a lock or scaling a wall) or there is a
chance of failure (like catching something thrown at you) - the Mayor
should ask the Kobold to make a roll. The Mayor will tell the Kobold
what STAT the Kobold will roll against and how difficult an action is.
The DIFFICULTY of the action determines how many dice that the Kobold
has to roll. The harder the action, the more dice are rolled. To deter-
mine how difficult the action is, refer to the Difficulty Chart.  For

every action beyond the first that
a creature wants to do in a turn,

add a die of difficulty
to each action
attempted that
turn.  for more
information on
multiple actions,
refer to the do
more! section on
page 26.

Vosh wants to disarm a trap in the Dirt Merchant's Stall. The Mayor tells Vosh that
the trap is difficult (4 dice) to remove. Vosh has an EGO of 7 and so has to roll 4 dice
and try to get under a 7 (good luck!).
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THE TAO OF BEER AND PRETZELS

While playing Kobolds Ate My Baby!  we encourage you and your
players to make as much noise as possible, make utter

and complete asses of yourselves in public, and to
generally make a gigantic mess. These few enlight-
ened spiritual guidelines will help you truly enjoy
playing a BEER ENGINE™ game.

THE LAW OF BEER

Games are like beer - prolonged exposure to
either will destroy your life, give you a fat

belly, and generally destroy any chance you have
with the opposite sex. You should enjoy playing
games - once they cease being fun and you're
still playing them, you have a serious problem. If anybody takes this
game too seriously, then 9th Level gives you permission to take them
down into the steam tunnels under the local university and let them
go. Remember to have fun with this thing. that's what games are for.

THE LAW OF PRETZELS

Pretzels only exist to give you something
to do while drinking beer, and rules only

exist so that you can have fun playing games.
Everything in this book should be changed,

bent, argued, pondered, eaten, regurgitated,
revised, revised again, re-revised, chucked out the

window, laughed at, put out in a Super Deluxx edition, set on fire,
swallowed, and pooped out. At the end of the night, you and your
friends are the ones playing the game. If you want to change the
rules - go ahead! It's your game; we already got your money!

THE LAW OF DICE

If a Kobold wants to do something and if there is a chance of fail-
ure - MAKE HIM ROLL! That's why the gods created these little

oddly shaped plastic bits capable of generating random numbers.
Decide what Stat (Brawn, Ego, Extraneous or Reflexes) he needs to
roll against and how many dice that he needs to roll. If anybody
argues with you over your decisions, give them a cheque on the
Kobold Horrible Death Record™!
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CREATING THE TOWN!
Before you start playing, the Mayor needs to create a Town. Included
in this game book is a ready-to-use sample adventure.  After the
Kobolds have been decimated (or the town left bereft of babies) - you
may want to play again. If so, you can use this section to help gener-
ate a new town. First, randomly generate the name for your tiny,
backward village that the Kobolds are going to ransack. roll 2d6 on
the Random Town Name Chart (page 36) and 1d6 for the town name
modifier. You could get creative and make up a map on your own, or
download some maps from www.koboldsatemybaby.com.  A great Game
Master (not ™) will spend countless hours crafting a realistic world
filled with history and life…a great Mayor knows that Kobolds (much

like players) aren't going to
take the time to appreciate
their hard work, so here are
some charts to speed things
along.  For each area in
civilisation roll on the Up
Town Chart.  For outlying

areas, use the
Burbs Chart.

for every-
where else,
you’ll have to
wait for
expansions.

THE TOWNSFOLK AND CRITTER MENU

As the Mayor, you are responsible for playing the parts of the
Townsfolk (including the fat tasty babies!) and other Critters

that the Kobolds encounter.  The Mayor is encouraged to make up
descriptions of what the Townsfolk look and sound like. The most
common thing that Kobolds will do to Townsfolk is attack them or
try to steal their babies without being noticed.  Townsfolk and
Critters do not need to cheque for Kobold Horrible Death™ if they
fail a skill roll.

Townsfolk B E e R AGL HITS SKILL GEAR VP
Adventurer 15 5 9 7 2 15 DUNGEON Sword(3) 5
Baby 1 3 3 3 1 1 -Baby - 0
Blacksmith 18 9 4 7 2 18 BASH Hammer(4) 6
Dirt Merchant 6 14 17 12 3 6 TRADE Random(p.17) 2
man (farmer) 10 10 5 8 2 10 LIFT Axe(2) 2
woman 8 12 7 15 4 8 COOK Skillet(3) 3
Farm Kids 4 6 6 9 3 4 STEAL Rocks(1) 1
Innkeeper 5 9 15 6 2 5 BARD Sword(3) 1
Old Veteran 6 8 9 4 1 6 COWER Cane(1) 1
Soldier 11 6 6 8 2 11 DUELIST Spear(3) 4
Witch 5 15 14 5 2 5 LACKEY spell page 5

Critter B E e R AGL HITS SKILL DAM VP
Bird 2 3 9 10 3 2 +Flying 1 1
Bear 18 7 5 8 2 18 TRACK 5 6
Cat 2 14 19 13 4 2 LACKEY 1 3
Cattle 15 2 2 2 1 15 BASH 3 4
Chicken 2 5 5 15 4 2 -Chicken 1 3
Dog 5 6 7 9 3 5 TRACK 3 2
Giant Rat 7 9 4 8 2 7 SNEAK 2 1
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D I E ! D I E ! D I E !D I E ! D I E ! D I E !
THE KOBOLD RANDOM HORRIBLE DEATH CHARTS™

In Kobolds Ate My Baby! Super Deluxx edition, death is swift, ruthless,
painful, ridiculous, and an everyday occurrence. On the Kobold
Reference Sheet™, you will find a line of boxes marked KOBOLD HORRI-
BLE DEATH RECORD™.  There are a number of actions that force Kobolds
to take a KOBOLD HORRIBLE DEATH CHEQUE™ (i.e. cheques), such as:

- Each time a Kobold fails a skill roll.
- Each time a kobold uses a DANGEROUS! Skill.
- Failure to comply with certain House Rules, such as The Baby 

Negligence! Rule.
- The use of some magickal ITEMS, like the Codex of Tabriz. 
- Mayoral Whims, as a punishment for insolence, etc.
- Being unkoboldly, like trying desperately to avoid your much

deserved death or rebelling against the king.
- And so forth.
- And so on.

Whenever a Kobold adds (or subtracts) a cheque on the KOBOLD HORRI-
BLE DEATH RECORD™, roll 2d6 and add the total number of cheques. If
the total is greater than 13, then the Mayor selects the most appro-
priate KOBOLD HORRIBLE DEATH CHART™ (BELOW), and has the Kobold roll
a die* for her own demise! DIe! Die! DIe!  eXPLANATIONS FOR EACH horri-
ble DEATH chart CAN BE FOUND ON THE NEXT FEW PAGES (pages 39-45).

*Don’t think that we don’t get the horribleness of this pun, making a kobold roll a die, to
see how they die.  we get it, die! die! die!  it’s just really not that funny, i mean, i’m laugh-
ing, but is it worth really pointing it out.  stop laughing, it’s still not that funny.
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THE KOBOLD HORRIBLE DEATH CHART dEATHS

2 .   B U T ,  I ' M  N O T  D E A D  Y E T !2 .   B U T ,  I ' M  N O T  D E A D  Y E T !
Everyone around you thought they saw a horrible death coming on…
There was a universal hush, all eyes were drawn to you, heck they even
divvied up your stuff - but it looks like they were wrong.  By the grace
of some benevolent godling, you somehow escape death, but you still
have all those little nasty little cheques!

3 .   C l e a n l i n e s s  I s  N e x t  t o  D e l i c i o u s n e s s !3 .   C l e a n l i n e s s  I s  N e x t  t o  D e l i c i o u s n e s s !
You have tampered with powers beyond your meager capacity for
understanding, and now you must pay.  In a misguided effort to clear
some of the tangles out of your matted, ratty fur, you pour baby oil
over yourself and comb the mess out.  Of course, we all know where
Kobolds get baby oil from, right?  For the remainder of the game, you
acquire -Smells Like Baby. 

-Smells Like Baby - All Kobolds and critters within your square and all
adjacent squares instantly recognise you as a foodstuff.  If, for some
reason, a Kobold wants to resist the urge to devour you it will take a 4
dice EGO roll.  All -Hungry kobolds instantly fail this roll.

4 .  I t  S l i c e s !  I t  D i c e s !4 .  I t  S l i c e s !  I t  D i c e s !
It Slices! It Dices! It's the Dack and Blecker® Kobold Wrecker™.  A
funky looking doodad with whirling blades and gizmos whips by.  You
cringe but you never feel a thing… that is till you look down and see
your (roll 1d6 on the chart below) lying there!

1. Right Ear - Take 1 DAM
2. Left Foot - Take 3 DAM, -1 MOVE, and the Kobold and Player must limp
around when moving
3. Right Hand - Take 3 DAM, -2 REFLEXES, and the Kobold and Player may no
longer use their right hand
4. Left Arm - Take 5 DAM, -4 REFLEXES, and the Kobold and Player may no
longer use their left arm
5. Right Leg - Take 5 DAM, -2 MOVE, and the Kobold and Player must hop
around when moving
6. Head - Kobold is dead, though he won't realise that for a few minutes

5 .  T h e  N i n t h  L a w  o f  T h e r m o d y n a m i c s !5 .  T h e  N i n t h  L a w  o f  T h e r m o d y n a m i c s !
It's a little known fact, but Kobolds actually have much more chaos
stuffed into their bodies than any other 'intelligent' race.  Sometimes,
due to discord in the delicate mystical balance which weaves all life
together, or a bad case of indigestion, a Kobold actually collapses in
upon itself releasing a tremendous amount of energy in a blinding
flash of light.  It has been theorised (by certain Evil Wizards involved
in this kind of research) that a massively destructive weapon could be
made by purposely imploding Kobolds inside sealed containers but they
are mostly laughed at.  You and everything that you are currently
touching are turned into particles of light.

6 .   H a i l  o f  A r r o w s !6 .   H a i l  o f  A r r o w s !
No one can explain it but every Kobold knows that, from time to time,
arrows simply rain from the sky.  It could be archers, traps, evil mon-
keys, or punk centaur teenagers, but you'll never know.  In the blink
of an eye, you and everything in the square with you are turned into
pincushions taking 2d6 DAM. All bystanders, those in adjacent
squares, take 1 DAM from stray shots.
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7 .   F a l l i n g  C o w !7 .   F a l l i n g  C o w !
It gets dark all of a sudden.  You look up just in time to see a cow
falling from the sky directly above you.  You will never really know
where that cow came from, but you have a few leading suspects… As
you stand there pondering who would do such a thing you die a quick
but amazingly painless death as you are crushed under the weight of
the massive bovine.  You, the cow, and all your possessions are
crushed into a mostly non-dairy paste.

8 .  L i o n s ,  a n d  W i t c h e s ,  a n d  W a r d r o b e s  -  O H  M Y !8 .  L i o n s ,  a n d  W i t c h e s ,  a n d  W a r d r o b e s  -  O H  M Y !
After being caught off-guard by the on rush of a Kobold Horrible
Death™, you mistakenly fall down a rabbit hole which deposits you in a
field where you are sucked up a twister and ejected into the sky which
is unfortunately falling.  You barrel head first into the ground where
a wardrobe drops on you, knocking you unconscious.  A witch, a tin
woodsman, and the Queen of Spades jump out and rough you up until
you awake.  The witch takes your ruby slippers and the woodsman
shoves your head through the One Ring then dangles you like a pinata
while a misunderstood death knight unceremoniously pokes at you with
a Dragon's Lance™ till you once again fall to the ground where you
are eaten by a lion, and then crushed by an enormous golden egg.
You die in a horribly misunderstood mixed metaphor.

9 .  T h e  B i g  R e d  G o d ' s  B i g  R e d  B o l t  o f  L i g h t n i n g9 .  T h e  B i g  R e d  G o d ' s  B i g  R e d  B o l t  o f  L i g h t n i n g ™
You should have listened to your mother.  She tried to warn you.  Vor
is an angry god who does not take indiscretions lightly.  You try your
best to keep all 23 of Vor's Commandments but you always slip up on
number 13 which is either "Thou shalt not belch the name of Vor, nor
shalt thou singeth it in a stupid rhyming ditty" or something about
"Places one shalt NOT insert fried chicken".  The ground shakes and a
huge red bolt of lightning hurtles from the sky directly into your
forehead, transforming you and your possessions into a tiny pile of
chalky, orange ash.

1 0 .  W h a t  D o e s  T h i s  B u t t o n  D o ?1 0 .  W h a t  D o e s  T h i s  B u t t o n  D o ?
Curiosity, that old cat killer, comes a-knocking and guess who's there
to answer the call!  It never even crosses your mind to think why
there was a shiny red button here in the middle of nowhere.  quite
honestly, the option of “not pushing it” never occurs to you.  The
ground opens up beneath your feet and you are sucked into a hole
where you fall, and fall, and fall… and then fall some more.  After a
few hours of this you begin to think that this may be one of those
"bottomless pits" you have heard so much about.  That being settled
you spend the next few days trying to figure out just how long it will
take to reach the bottom.

1 1 .  T a b r i z  W a n t s  H i s  B o o k  B a c k !  1 1 .  T a b r i z  W a n t s  H i s  B o o k  B a c k !  
Kobolds know of few things angrier than an evil Arch-Warlock who's
had one of his magickal books stolen.* At first, you can't believe he
thinks you have his book…. Then you remember the day you spent work-
ing in his junk room and were stricken with a bout of violent diarrhea.
You (obviously) don't have the book anymore but sure don't think he'll
be happy after he finds out what you did with it.  Tabriz is coming after
you, and all the other Kobolds for that matter.  He will endeavor to
slay all of the Kobolds, but is going to start with you!  

* - One is a hydra with migraines, another is a gamer who bought this book but thinks that
Kobolds are little sorcerous dragon-people, and of course there is Vor, the Big Red God. 
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Tabriz: B:5 E:18 e:13 R:6 / AGL:2 / Fist 1 DAM / Lackey Lackey  [He can cast two
spells every Turn.  He is wearing Invincible Robes of Evil (666 ARMOUR HITS).
Unbeknownst to Tabriz, one of his ancestors may have been a Kobold and so,
like all Kobolds, when he uses any magickal spell there is a chance of Kobold
Horrible Death™.  Every Turn in which Tabriz casts a spell, add a cheque to his
KOBOLD HORRIBLE DEATH RECORD™ then cheque for Kobold Horrible Death™! ]

1 2 .  M i g h t y  K u t h o b o l d  A p p e a r s !1 2 .  M i g h t y  K u t h o b o l d  A p p e a r s !
From out of a shadow; be it - a dark corner, beneath a rock, or the
bottom of the underwear drawer - two massive tentacles tear into
your world decimating everything they touch.  These are the vile
appendages of the ancient evil elder god Kuthobold who's attempting
to rip a hole large enough to enter this world.  This isn't his lucky day
but he isn't going to give up without a fight!  The tentacles remain in
the square for 3 Turns and will attack anything that moves through
this or adjacent squares, starting with the Kobold who caused this. 

Tentacle X DAM (X being the result of rolling every die currently on the table)

THE BABY HORRIBLE DEATH CHART dEATHS
2 .  K P R !  ( K o b o l d  P u l m o n a r y  R e s u s c i t a t i o n )2 .  K P R !  ( K o b o l d  P u l m o n a r y  R e s u s c i t a t i o n )
Hey look… the baby stopped breathing.  The little bugger must be prac-
ticing holding his breath.  Isn't that cute!  Oh look he changes colours
too!  AAAAAAH He's choking… what do you do… what do you do!?! Make a
3 dice EGO roll to keep your cool and administer KPR.  If you fail the
roll, the baby takes 1 DAM and you can try the roll again, increase the
DIFFICULTY by 1 die because you are really sweating now.  Continue this
process till the baby is saved or runs out of HITS.  Also, if you are -
HUNGRY, make a 5 dice EGO roll, to keep from eating the tasty tot.

3 .  G i a n t s  l i k e  B a b i e s  T o o !3 .  G i a n t s  l i k e  B a b i e s  T o o !
It's not often you run into a giant… them being so big and all.
However your momma always said you weren't the sharpest claw in the
paw and you are a little distracted by this baby you lucked into - and
run into a giant you do.  As you are gathering your belongings, an
enormous hand plucks the baby from the ground.  You're just about
to start screaming at him when you realise that Giants are enormous,
ridiculously strong and that this might not be the best course of
action.  Praying that Vor isn't looking, you decide to foster good
Giant-Kobold relations and let the giant keep the baby.  The baby is
carried off and you can't do anything next Turn due to the massive
shock of realizing your own mortality. Being the dimwit that you are,
you're sure to forget all about it in a few minutes.

4 .  S h e ' s  S o  C u t e !4 .  S h e ' s  S o  C u t e !
There you are carrying this tasty little baby in swaddling clothes.  You
pull back the cloth and see the most adorable angelic face grinning up
at you.  Then your mouth starts to water.  You are just about to stick
her entire head into your mouth when it says, "Da-Da." It's enough to
melt even Tabriz' evil heart.  You let her go - there are sure to be
some ugly babies around.  Unfortunately, as she starts to wander off
she is struck dead by a drunken wagoneer.  Make a 2 dice REFLEXES roll
to dive out of the way or you get hit for 2d6 DAM as well.

5 .  S p i r i t e d  A w a y  B y  a n  E v i l  W i z a r d !5 .  S p i r i t e d  A w a y  B y  a n  E v i l  W i z a r d !
Working for Tabriz has very few high points and a great many low
ones.  One of the lowest is getting to be the target of spells that he
lost the instructions to.  He has the general idea how to cast them,
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just not what's going to happen after he's done.  At first you thought
you got off lucky when he hit you with "Bagdbie's Snack Swiping Hand"
but now you're regretting it.  Anyway, you were just innocently
stealing this baby (with the intent of making a stew) when POOF!  Tabriz
appears in a flash of light while the baby is mystically ripped from
your paws and delivered to the cackling warlock.  Both the baby and
Tabriz disappear in another flash.

6 .  P h y s i c s  L e s s o n !6 .  P h y s i c s  L e s s o n !
It's a little known fact, but if you stop holding a baby it will move
(rather swiftly) toward the ground.  In fact, due to their density and
lack of wind resistance, they will move towards the ground at a very
high and predictable speed.  Unfortunately, ground is even denser than
baby so when they come into contact the kinetic energy the baby has
amassed while rocketing towards the ground has to go somewhere…
the baby takes 9.8 DAM Per Second2 and lets just say for simplicity's
sake that it takes 2 seconds to hit the ground.*
* - For those who never wanted to learn math, 22=4.  If this doesn't help just say the baby
took a lot of DAM, exploded into a pile of goo, and get on with the game. 

7 .  T h e  I n e v i t a b l e  H a p p e n s7 .  T h e  I n e v i t a b l e  H a p p e n s
You are a Kobold… You are carrying a baby… anyone who doesn't know
where this is going should re-read the title of this game.  You devour
the scrum-dittley-uptious baby in two chomps and attain a rare
moment of bliss… regain up to 1d6 HITS if you have taken any DAM.

8 .  H e  W o u l d n ' t  S t o p  C r y i n g !8 .  H e  W o u l d n ' t  S t o p  C r y i n g !
The Kobold Caves have a lot of bad things going for them; they're
damp, stinky, eco-unfriendly, but in spite of it all they are always
quiet.  Nearly anything that lives in caves spends most of its time
"lurking" or "prowling" or "having a quiet contest."  These are very
low-volume activities.  The loud wail that this sack of baby fat is emit-
ting is causing your ears to bleed.  Everything in the square with the
baby takes 1d6 Sonic DAM, everything in an adjacent square takes 1 DAM
from the echoing sound.  You leave the baby on the steps of Katty
Leash, Inc. (makers of fine handbags and athletic shoes), who are
always looking for energetic young help.

9 .  V o r  C o u l d n ' t  T a k e  t h e  S m e l l !9 .  V o r  C o u l d n ' t  T a k e  t h e  S m e l l !
Having Kobolds as your followers means you have to put up with a lot:
loud yipping noises, stupidity on a scale unlike anything the world has
ever known, and a plethora of foul odors.  The concoctions that they
come up with and shove in their mouths is enough to make Manorexia
(the god of vile tasting nutritional supplements) lose his lunch.  Plus,
they live in a cave for Vor's sake and while Big Red doesn't want to
spend more time there than necessary, he has experienced the intoxi-
cating aroma of worm refuse, dung beetle dung, and other odors that
have been known to kill mortal men.  However, the stench of this baby
is worse than all of that stuffed into an orc carcass and left rotting
in the sun for two weeks.  He just couldn't take another minute of the
smell and sends down an exceptionally merciful bolt of Angry Red
Lightning™; eliminating the smell, the baby, and everything else in the
square with it.

1 0 .  S p o n t a n e o u s  H u m a n  C o m b u s t i o n1 0 .  S p o n t a n e o u s  H u m a n  C o m b u s t i o n
Everyone is familiar with the urban legend, humans just bursting into
flames.  You even have a cousin who knows someone who has a friend
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who saw it happen!  But you were never really a believer until today.
The baby was smiling up at you, got a funny look in its eyes and then
BANG! It blew up!  Right in your paws… YOUR PAWS! You look down and
realise you only have 1d6+1 fingers left, subtract that number from 10
to determine how much DAM you take.  Reduce your REFLEXES by 2 and
as long as you are playing this Kobold, you (the player) are restricted
to using the same number of fingers that your Kobold has left.  

1 1 .  W h e n  1 1 .  W h e n  [[ I n s e r t  A n i m a l  N a m e  H e r eI n s e r t  A n i m a l  N a m e  H e r e ]] s  A t t a c k !s  A t t a c k !
BEFORE READING THIS DEATH ALOUD - The Mayor Should Select some
vicious animal from the Critter Menu in this manual, or from another
Kobolds Ate My Baby!™ resource.* Then continue:
A vicious herd of [INSERT ANIMAL NAME HERE]s come pouring out of the
nearby wilderness.  Generally [INSERT ANIMAL NAME HERE]s don't just
attack innocent bystanders like this, unless they are threatening the
herds food supply.  Since most animals see Kobolds as more of a
foodstuff than an intelligent creature, these animals have decided to
save their Kobold snack from the nasty baby.  1d6+3 enraged of
[INSERT ANIMAL NAME HERE]s attack!  Since defending their territory is
such rough work, they decide to re-energise with a light kobold snack
after the baby is defeated.

* - Yes, the idea of Kobolds requiring or even understanding the concept of resources
makes us laugh too, but anything's possible.

1 2 .1 2 . D a w n  a f t e r  t h e  N i g h t  a f t e r  t h e  D a y  o f  t h e  D e a d !D a w n  a f t e r  t h e  N i g h t  a f t e r  t h e  D a y  o f  t h e  D e a d !
Easy is bad… Swiping this baby had been a cinch and ever since you laid
your grubby little paws on her you KNEW something bad was going to
happen.  The bad news is that a horde of flesh-eating zombies is burst-
ing through the ground bent on devouring you, the baby, and everyone
else.  The good news is that for once in your life you were right!  4
Ravenous Zombies appear, if you drop the baby it will distract them
enough to let you MOVE again.

Zombie B:12 E:2 e:2 R:1 / AGL:1 / Weapon Bite 3 DAM / +Undead / VP:12
+Undead - Take 1d6 DAM from a splash of Holy Water or fire, all other
attacks have their DAM reduced to 1.

THE outside HORRIBLE DEATH CHART dEATHS
2 .  H i t  B y  A  W a g o n !2 .  H i t  B y  A  W a g o n !
Someone always told you to look both ways
before crossing the street.  but, growing up in
the caves there were no streets! It must have
been crazy uncle Blatz… guess he wasn't so
crazy after all.  It almost makes you feel bad
(it was you who convinced your family that eat-
ing him would be easier than listening to his
mad ravings).  Ah well.  as you are stuck trying
to figure out your left from your right a
drunken teamster races by in a wagon flatten-
ing your left (or is it right?) foot before
careening into a nearby tree.  If you had been a
few steps farther out you'd be dead for sure!
Take 2 DAM and for the rest of the game both
Kobold and Player must limp when walking. And
remember, please, don't drink and drive!
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3 .  H i n d e n b u r g  B a b y3 .  H i n d e n b u r g  B a b y
What Luck!  You're just standing there when, BONK!, something soft
and heavy lands on your head.  You quickly grab at it and discover it's
a tiny baby!  You're so elated at your good luck that you nearly miss
the loud booms and screaming coming from above you.  Looking up,
you see a Gnomish flying contraption burst into flames and plummet
towards you!  Make a 4 Dice REFLEXES roll to vacate the square before
it hits the ground.  Anyone remaining in the square will take 2d6
Crushing DAM from falling debris, 2d6 Fire DAM from the explosions
and 2d6 Other DAM just because!

4 .  D o n ' t  E a t  T h e  R e d  B e r r i e s !4 .  D o n ' t  E a t  T h e  R e d  B e r r i e s !
All this running around has made you awfully hungry and what's the
harm in eating a few little berries. They look so tasty and if Vor didn't
want you to eat them then he wouldn't make them so shiny and bright.
It's about the time your stomach starts rumbling that you remember
that Vor doesn't make berries.  Come to think of it… (Roll 1d6)

1. You feel great!  If you have taken any DAM regain up to 3 lost HITS
2. You're Blue!
3. You tongue is swelling!  It's so large that it barely fits in your mouth.
Both the Kobold and Player must talk like they have a mouth full of cotton
for the remainder of this Kobold's miserable life
4. You have a terrible headache!  Take 3 DAM and reduce your EGO by 3
5. You can't see!  Neither the Kobold nor Player can open their eyes for the
remainder of this Kobold's miserable life
6. You can't seem to stop the blood from flowing out of your ears!  Take 2
DAM per Turn

5 .  P a n t s  o n  F i r e !5 .  P a n t s  o n  F i r e !
You get a little too close to the [some semi-logical source of heat],
and your pants (or your leg-fur if naked) catch on fire.  You take 1d6
damage each Turn until roasted golden brown or you find a well,
basin, lake, or other body of water to submerge yourself in - we sure
hope you can swim!

6 .  C o o k i n g  A d v i c e !6 .  C o o k i n g  A d v i c e !
You feel a prick in the side of your neck and then the world goes
black.  You awake to find yourself in a large black cauldron bound
hand and foot.  You must have been simmering for a while because boy-
howdy do you smell good enough to eat!  Unfortunately, these ama-
teur chefs have the seasonings all wrong.  You work a few of the
more offending spices out of the pot and start barking orders.  "A
handful of rosemary and a pinch of thyme, stat!"  Afterward, you are
satisfied with the smell.  Wow, are you going to taste great!  You
drown trying to work part of you into your mouth.

7 .   E x p l o d e  I n t o  C h i c k e n  F e e d !7 .   E x p l o d e  I n t o  C h i c k e n  F e e d !
Rarely seen in this modern world, the forces of bad karma joins
forces with overwhelming irony to transmute you into a large pile of
chicken feed.  The Kobold and all of his ITEMS are destroyed and a
chicken runs in from behind a tree to feast on your remains.  Your
fellow Kobolds might be too shocked to notice but the chicken is
wearing a mask and smoking a cigar… it must be CLUCKY - the Dark Rook,
Sworn Defender of the Town, and Bane of all Kobolds!  Armed with
only his finely honed claws and a handy utility belt, he clucks into
action!  

Clucky: B:4 E:4 e:4 R:15 / AGL:5 / Beak 1 DAM, Egg 2 DAM +Throw / Athlete
[Clucky will attempt to kill all the Kobolds, one at a time, starting with
any that have harmed chickens then proceeding as the Mayor sees fit.]
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8 .   F a l l  O f f  H i g h  T h i n g !8 .   F a l l  O f f  H i g h  T h i n g !
For some reason you scampered up to the tippy-top of a tree, steeple,
fence or other nearby high thing.  Unfortunately, after you made it up
there you forget why you climbed all this way, lose your balance
(since Kobolds can't chew gum and walk at the same time, do you think
that they can climb and think at the same time), and now find yourself
plummeting to the ground.  Please refer to The Baby Horrible Death
Chart #6 but this time lets say you're falling for 3 seconds!  Huzzah!
Science Wins Again! 

9 .  T h e  B i g  R e d  G o d ' s  B i g  R e d  B o l t  o f  O r t h o d o x9 .  T h e  B i g  R e d  G o d ' s  B i g  R e d  B o l t  o f  O r t h o d o x
L i g h t n i n gL i g h t n i n g ™
Aside from his 23 Commandments, Orthodox Followers of Vor also
follow strict dietary laws: don't eat the meat of the festering dead,
don't mix milk with sushi, never serve red meat with a sweet white wine,
and so on and so on.  Reformed Follow-Vors have abandoned these
dietary regulations. You always meant to convert but never got
around to it.  Though Slod swore there was no caramel in the hip-
pogriff surprise, you knew you tasted something sweet!  You start
salivating as you remember your final meal and are struck dead by an
angry bolt of red lightning.  You are left flash fried but all your pos-
sessions are in surprisingly good shape!

1 0 .   A  F l a m i n g  M e t e o r  S t r i k e !1 0 .   A  F l a m i n g  M e t e o r  S t r i k e !
"It's a Roc.  It's a dragon.  No, it's a giant hunk of flaming extra-ter-
restrial rock hurtling straight at you!"  You and everything in the map
square takes 12d6 DAM from the impact that leaves a good sized crater
in its wake.  Everything in an adjacent square takes 1d6 DAM from the
shockwaves that echo forth from the main blast.

1 1 .  T a b r i z - a - p a l o o z a1 1 .  T a b r i z - a - p a l o o z a
Stealing copy written music is wrong!  You know that!  Vor even
implies it in Commandment 18 sub paragraph B  - Thou shalt not repro-
duce things if you are not sure if you owneth them especially if Vosh
saideth no one would findeth out and everyone else is doingeth it.
But you did it anyway, you got sloppy, and now the Labels are on to
you.  Taking matters into their own hands, the Recording Industry
hired an enforcer and now you've got Tabriz hot on your trail.  

Tabriz: B:5 E:18 e:13 R:6 / AGL:2 / Fist 1 DAM / Lackey, Lackey [He is wearing robes
and his best death Metal Skull Amulet (66 ARMOUR HITS*).  See Kobold horrible
DEATH #11 for complete tabriz rules!]
* - the death metal skull amulet is not as cool as robes of invincible evil.

1 2 .  A n g r y  M o b  1 2 .  A n g r y  M o b  
Generally mobs aren't happy people.  Sometimes happy people gather in
large groups and march places but we don't call them mobs - we call
them participants or groupies or hippies.  No, mob generally has much
more negative connotations.  Take this one for example; they are
armed with torches, pitchforks and really mean dispositions. Not even
a +Winning Smile will save you this time. All Kobolds in the square are
torn to ribbons by the mob.

The mob will continue to mill about until the Mayor's next Turn.  If a kobold
ends his turn in an Adjacent Square to the mob, it will invade that square,
killing all kobolds and then waiting for another Turn.  If a Turn passes and
there is nothing to attack, the mob gets bored and disperses.
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“What’s for Lunch?”“What’s for Lunch?”
A Sample Adventure for KAMB!

Mayor's Note:  Text in italics is for YOUR EYES ONLY… It generally explains
the nastiness you have in store for our fine furry little victims (a.k.a.

the Kobolds).  Some may argue this knowledge would give the kobolds an
unfair advantage, but these are Kobolds we are talking about and the only
thing they'll ruin is the shocked look on their faces (when you kill them)!

T h e  P o o r l y  C o n t r i v e d  P l o tT h e  P o o r l y  C o n t r i v e d  P l o t - King Torg! (All Hail King Torg!) has sum-

moned you to the cool kids table during (his) 2nd Lunch and begins to lament the sorry
state of his cafeteria, "… and now, all I'm left with is re-fried roots and orc-loaf sur-
prise.  But that's all about to change!  I have it on GOOD authority that there is a baby
across the valley in the human town.  So, my fine volunteers, you are going to get it for
me… oh yes, a fat juicy succulent baby… MMMMM MMM BABY! You have till the end of the
day.  Bring back a baby, or we will have Kobold-loaf surprise tomorrow!  If it's not too
much trouble, pick up a few apples as well, I like the crunch after a tasty baby snack.  What
are you all waiting around for, get going…"

All Kobolds start in the Southwest Corner of the map, 
on the west side of the road (“a” marks the spot). 

Stream - A murky stream meanders by.  It's so dirty you can't see the bottom and
there is very little chance that you will end up any cleaner for having been in it.  [The
stream is about 20 feet wide, about chest deep to a Kobold, and chuck full of
strange green fish.  (They happen to be the rare Green Liberal Activ-fish, who
are very unhappy with the state of environmentalism in these parts).  It will
take 2 Turns for a Kobold to wade across the stream, being attacked by 1d6
Activ-fish.  A Kobold can swim across unmolested on a 4 dice SWIM Roll.]

green liberal Activ-fish B:4 E:1 e:1 R:9 / AGL:3 / Bite 1 DAM / SWIM / VP:0

Why Did the Kobold Cross the Road - The main road through the town, the
dust covered road is always abuzz with activity.  As you step out...[What happens when
the Kobold crosses the road? Have the Kobold roll 1d6 and consult the Oldest
Joke in the World Chart.  If a kobold looks both ways, subtract 1 from the
roll.  Add 1 to the roll if the Kobold tries to run across.]
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T h e  O l d e s t  J o k e  i n  t h e  W o r l d  C h a r t  ( 1 d 6 )T h e  O l d e s t  J o k e  i n  t h e  W o r l d  C h a r t  ( 1 d 6 )
0 - Safety First!  You wait for an opening and ease your way across the busy thorough-
fare.  Unfortunately, Vor took your hesitation as cowardice. Take a death cheque!
1 - The road looks clear and you cross without a problem.
2 - A little old lady, driving a broken down wagon, is very, VERY slowly bearing down upon
you. Make a 1 die REFLEXES roll. If you fail take 1 DAM and hang your head in shame!
3 - A junk filled wagon rolls across your path.  Make a 2 dice REFLEXES roll to avoid it.  If
you fail take 2 DAM and a random item (page 17) falls off the back.  [If the kobold stops
to pick it up, roll on this chart again and add 1 to the result.]
4 - A huge man covered from head to toe in black armour lowers his lance and charges!
[He makes 1 attack and keeps on moving.  If anyone makes a Monty Python joke,
the Black Knight returns and attempts to kill the Kobold who made the joke.]
Black Knight B:18 E:9 e:8 R:2 / AGL:1 / Lance 1d6 DAM / RIDE / VP:9 / Armour 24 HITS
5 - A herd of nomadic farm workers jumps over a fence and makes a mad dash across the
road! Make a 3 dice REFLEXES roll to avoid the stampeding nomads.  If you fail, take 2 DAM
from the impact and 1d6 DAM from the trampling.
6 - You rush into the road and are broadsided by a white box on wheels with red and blue
light pulsing on from its top!  Take 2d6 DAM and you are pushed north one square.  
7 - Heedlessly you rush across the road and a caravan of wagons slams into you knocking
you down.  You are crushed under a series of heavy wheels. [Have everyone at the table
roll 1d6; total and deal that much DAM].

A .  C o n v e n i e n c e  T a v e r n  A .  C o n v e n i e n c e  T a v e r n  

Tavern (Exterior) - A brightly-painted building stands here.  A wagon and a few horses
are hitched to a post in front.  Some adolescent humans in a smoky huddle hide in the
shadows to one side of the building.  There is one main door that you can see through, a
few windows that are covered with iron bars, and pictures of food and drink plastered all
over the place.

Smoky Huddle - scary human kids (with brightly coloured hair) are passing a smoking
stick back and forth.  They take turns puffing on the stick before coughing and passing it
on.  [They won't take note of the Kobolds unless bothered.  The punks also have
a bottle of wine on them.]

Punks (3) B:6 E:12 e:18 R:6 / AGL:2 / Knife 2 DAM / BARD / VP:4

Tavern (Inside) - There is a delightful jingle as the door opens.  The man behind the
counter greets you in a heavily accented human attempt at a Kobold "Howdy!"  He stands
behind a large counter, grabs a cup, fiddles with a lever, and it fills with a red, slushy,
semi-solid goop.  He hands the cup out to you.

“Big” Al-abbaba (Shopkeeper) B:6 E:12 e:18 R:6 / AGL:2 / crossbow* 4 DAM /
SHOOT / VP:5 (* 6 shots and can be used as a Club 2 DAM)

Slushy, Red - It's cold, bright red, and slowly melting.  [If drunk] The amount
of sugar in this concoction is enough to send a full-size human into a diabetic
coma.  You gulp it down in two swallows and start to shake.  Make a 3 Dice
eXTRANEOUS roll, if you succeed, you may perform one additional action for
free on your next 3 Turns.  Otherwise, you lie convulsing on the floor for 2
Turns as the high fructose corn syrup works it way out of your system.

B .  R a m s h a c k l e  H u tB .  R a m s h a c k l e  H u t

Hut (Exterior) - Your tiny kobold brain can't understand a word as multi-syllabic as
"ramshackle", but this hut is so run down, you get the gist of it! There are no windows and
the door is lying flat in the entryway.  There is a doghouse that looks to be in remarkably
good shape when compared to the house and you see a dog trotting back inside of it after
barking at a passing wagon.  [The hut has been booby trapped out the ying yang!
The door lies over a poorly concealed pit trap.  When someone crosses it make
a 3 dice REFLEXES roll, if they succeed they leap deftly across, otherwise they
fall into a small, spike-filled pit taking 3 DAM.]

Hut (Interior) - There is a hunk of meat with a little string tied around its end and A
wicked looking axe (3 DAM) leans against the far wall. Otherwise this hovel is empty. [-
Hungry Kobolds must make a 3 Dice EGO roll or rush to get the meat.  If any-
one touches the string, a cannonball falls from the ceiling, beaning him on
the head for 2 DAM.  The axe is load-bearing; if anyone touches it the entire hut
falls in on them, everyone inside the hut takes 1d6 DAM, everyone in the square
takes 1 DAM from flying debris.] 

Doghouse - A mid-sized wooden doghouse complete with two bowls, a bone, and a dog
that is currently digging a hole in which to hide said bone. [If any of the Kobolds are 
-In Heat, the dog will "attack" them first.]

Dog - B:5 E:6 e:7 R:9 / AGL:3 / Bite 3 DAM / TRACK / VP:2
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C .  C h i c k e n  C o o pC .  C h i c k e n  C o o p
Coop (Exterior) - You see a large chicken coop nestled within the gentle bend of the
stream.  A few chickens stroll in and out. from the door of the rather large box.  [If
anything threatens the chickens, a loud CLUCK from within brings them rushing
back inside and the door slams shut.]

Coop (Interior) - The door opens to reveal rows of hens settled in nests along the
walls.  A lone rooster stands in the doorway, blocking your path.  The audacity of this
masked, cigar smoking chicken is mind boggling.  Then it dawns on you, this masked cocker-
el is none other than Clucky, blue-ribbon play-bird fighting a never-ending crusade against
fried chicken restaurants, Kobolds, and fat-free low-cholesterol imitation egg products.
He crushes his cigar under claw, assumes a fearsome kung-fu fighting stance, and beckons
for you to attack him.

Clucky - B:6 E:7 e:7 R:15 / AGL:4 / Wing Chop 2 DAM / ATHLETE / VP:6
Chicken (8) - B:2 E:5 e:5 R:15 / AGL:4 / Beak 1 DAM / -Chicken / VP:3
[If anything happens to their beloved Clucky the other chickens will
attack.]

D .  B a r nD .  B a r n
Barn (Exterior) - You see a large red barn to the side of an apple orchard.  There are a
few "nomadic" workers pulling apples from the trees and dropping them into bushel bas-
kets.  From within the barn you hear an annoyed and repeated "mooing".

Nomad Workers- B:8 E:8 e:12 R:9 / AGL:3 / Fist or Branch 2 DAM, Apple 1 DAM
+Throw / ATHLETE* / VP:5 (*Nomads get a BONUS DIE to climbing fences, run-
ning at night, or crossing roads in a hurry.)

Barn (Interior) - This is a standard two-level barn, with stalls on the first floor and a
ladder leading up to a hay loft (which, incidentally, is filled with hay).  Two of the stalls
are occupied, one by a Horse who is munching on a feed bag and another by both a cow and
a young man.  The cow is lying down and the man is trying to pry a metal barb out of its
hoof.  [A Kobold can wear the feedbag, giving him 6 Armour Points, and removing the -
Hungry bogie since he can always duck his head in for a munch of oatey-goodness.]

Cow - B:15 E:2 e:2 R:2 / AGL:1 / Stomp 3 DAM / BASH / VP:4
Horse - B:12 E:4 e:2 R:5 / AGL:2 / Kick 2 DAM*/ BASH / VP:5 (* Can really wallop
anyone behind her for double DAM and sends them flying 10 feet back.)
Man, Young - B:8 E:8 e:10 R:8 / AGL:3 / Fist 2 DAM/ RIDE / VP:5

E .  G u r n e y  H a l lE .  G u r n e y  H a l l
Hall (Exterior) - You see a large, wooden building sporting a fresh coat of whitewash.
There is an entrance area to the East and numerous windows along the length of the
structure. [Kobolds that peer in the windows can't see much, but there is a lot
of activity inside.]

Hall (Interior) - It looks like you've gotten here just in time.  You see a man in a big
black dress about to dunk a baby into the largest crock-pot you've ever seen!  It must be
a new-fangled self heating pot because you don't see any fire.  WOW! A self heating crock
pot - these humans think of everything! It truly is an age of wonders!  Your musings
about the greatness of the age are abruptly shattered when the baby starts crying.  It
looks like the man in the dress is making some kind of baby tea, slowly dunking the child in
the water over and over again.  There are 6 other humans in the hall watching from wooden
pews and talking back and forth.  

Baby - B:1 E:2 e:2 R:1 / AGL:1 / none / CRY! / VP:0
Human (6) - B:8 E:8 e:10 R:8 / AGL:2 / Fist 2 DAM / RIDE / VP:5
Priest - B:5 E:7 e:14 R:7 / AGL:2 / Fist 2 DAM / +Pray* / VP:6 [* Knows 2 spells,
Bob's Wounds (Heals 1d6 DAM) and Collection Plate Strike (Shiny coins fall
from the sky dealing 1d6 DAM to a 5 foot area.)  Each can be cast twice and
requires an action to complete.]

W i n n i n g !W i n n i n g !
If the Kobolds bring back the baby, they are allowed to share in
tomorrow's lunchtime feast.  the one who actually carries the baby
back gains 12 VP!  Anyone who was kind enough to remember an apple
gets 1 VP.  If they are foolish enough to bring back the apple without
the baby, they gain the VP and the apple (which is shoved into their
mouth before they are spitted and set to roasting over a low heat for
about 10 hours).
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